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This thesis focuses upon the impact of war upon the

progressive movement in Texas during 1914-1918. Chapter I

defines progressivism in Texas and presents an overview of

the political situation in the state as relating to the

period. Chapter II discusses the negative impact that the

first two years of World War I had upon the reform movement.

Chapter III examines the revival of the Anti-Saloon League

and the 1916 Democratic state convention. Chapter IV covers

the war between James E. Ferguson and the University of

Texas. Chapter V tells how the European war became a

catalyst for the reform movement in Texas following

America's entry, and its subsequent influence upon the

election of 1918. Chapter VI concludes that James E.

Ferguson's war with the University of Texas as well as World

War I were responsible for the prohibitionist victory in the

election of 1918.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The beginning of the twentieth century in America

ushered in a movement which eventually helped to reshape the

nation's future. The progressive movement, as it came to be

known, had its roots deep in the labor and agrarian protests

of the three decades immediately preceding 1900.1 By 1900

however, a severe depression, frightening labor violence,

political upheaval, and foreign entanglements had shaken the

nation. Although many of the promises of technology had

been fulfilled, great numbers of Americans continued to

suffer from poverty and disease. "In the minds of many,

industrialists had become the nation's new monsters,

controlling markets, wages, and prices in order to maximize

their profits." Moreover, government seemed to be corroded

by bosses and their henchman, who used politics to enrich

themselves. As a result, a broad and complex spirit of

reform emerged in the minds of many who called themselves

progressives.2

For much of the nation, the progressive movement, which

would consume the first two decades of the twentieth

century, was a social, political, and economic rebellion

against the excess of a comparatively unbridled capitalistic

industrial economy. However, any discussion of

1
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progressivism in Texas must go beyond the issue of corporate

power and address the importance that the reformers of the

state attached to cultural concerns, especially prohibition.

The lack of large-scale industrial development in Texas at

the start of the 20th century, the success of the Railroad

Commission in regulating rates, and the spate of economic

reforms during the administration of Governor Thomas

Campbell from 1907 until 1911 were all circumstances that

alleviated progressive fears that some corporate menace

might consolidate its dominance over the state. As a

result, cultural anxieties came to the forefront of Texas

politics.

By the second decade of the century, many reform minded

politicians embraced the cause of prohibition as a way of

not only enforcing evangelical Protestant standards of

morality, but also fulfilling their vision of progressive

action. 3 Since the brewing industry was the most

significant lobbying influence in local government, it was

plausible to believe that its disappearance would cleanse

politics. Because saloons blighted cities, their ouster

would buttress civic pride, improve chances for luring

industry, and increase labor efficiency. Furthermore,

drunkenness, was a genuine public health problem, and the

reduction of liquor-related vice, crime and disease would

benefit the home and state. 4 In other words, Texas

progressives recognized that prohibition would attack the
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root of the state's political, economic, and social ills.

Consequently, prohibition became the main feature of the

progressive movement in Texas.5 Although not all

progressives were prohibitionists, the two worked together

in Texas because of shared social goals, philosophical

assumptions and political methods.'

In 1911 Governor Oscar B. Colquitt told a Dallas

audience: "'We have only one political party in Texas, but

there are enough political fights in that one for half a

dozen." Colquitt's statement accurately summarized the

situation in Texas as the Democratic party was the only

serious forum for the discussion and resolution of the

economic and social questions before the state in the early

twentieth century. "Whether justified or not, memories of

Reconstruction rendered Texas a one-party state controlled

by the Democrats for the next century. "7  Therefore, once

prohibition came to the forefront of progressivism in Texas,

the Democratic party served as the stage for the many heated

debates over the issue. Prohibitionists battled tenaciously

to take control of the Democratic party away from their

conservative opponents, who believed in state rights and

localism; therefore, being opposed to moral reform programs

such as prohibition.' "To the distress of conservatives

and the delight of progressives, the question of prohibition

dominated political life."9
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Progressive and prohibition Democrats pursued their

goal ardently during the first decade of the century. The

entrance of the Anti-Saloon League in 1907 strengthened the

movement for statewide action, and in the winter of 1908 a

coalition of prohibition organizations campaigned to have

the legislature present a statewide prohibition amendment to

the voters.10 However, Texas's reformers were unable to

overcome the shrewd tactics of their opponents, who

"subsidized Negro and Mexican voting, lobbied with the

Legislature, and expended large sums to defeat prohibition

amendments."" Although informal arrangements and local

laws in most counties kept most blacks out of the Democratic

primaries, they could still vote in general elections and in

contests over constitutional amendments. Prohibition

leaders believed that the "corrupt" black vote was decisive

in closely fought battles.' Concentrated in the border

counties of South Texas, the quarter of a million people of

Mexican ancestry took little interest in Anglo politics.

However, in prohibition elections, their votes tended to

become the virtual property of local machines, organized by

political bosses who dispensed services analagous to those

performed in eastern urban centers."

Antiprohibitionists were also able to depend upon the

state's German population and the financial aid of the

German beer industry.'4  Furthermore, they capitalized upon

the lack of unity within their opponents' camp. In the
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1910 gubernatorial contest, the prohibitionists were in the

unpleasant predicament of having two candidates: Cone

Johnson, a Tyler attorney, and Judge William Poindexter, a

moderate prohibitionist from Cleburne. Attempts to get one

or the other to withdraw failed, and the prohibition forces

went into the primary sorely divided.' 5 As a result,

conservative candidate Oscar Branch Colquitt, the Railroad

Commissioner, captured 40 percent of the vote, the

nomination, and subsequently the general election."

Although Colquitt was reelected in 1912, the election

of Woodrow Wilson renewed the hope of Texas's reformers.

Because of President Wilson's evangelical religious posture,

moralistic rhetoric, and allegiance to "clean" government,

progressive and prohibition Democrats sought to attain

through him the supremacy they had long forfeited to

conservative enemies." In spite of Wilson endorsing local

option in a public letter during May 1911, progressives and

prohibitionists acquired the president's endorsement of

their 1914 gubernatorial candidate, Tom Ball.'8 A veteran

of thirty years in politics, Ball had been a member of

Congress between 1897 and 1903, practiced law in Houston

since 1902, and served as chairman of the prohibition

campaign in 1911. Such a promising candidate coupled with

President Wilson's endorsement of him made Texas's reformers

believe they were well on their way to victory, as cries of

"Play Ball" began to echo from the prohibition camp. "
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Although the candidacy of Tom Ball was threatening,

antiprohibitionists were not going to be denied. Lurking in

the background was a sleeping political wizard by the name

of James E. Ferguson, who was just waiting to unveil himself

to the people. Realizing the threat of Tom Ball's

candidacy, anti-prohibitionists sought a candidate who could

maintain himself on the stump. 2 In "Farmer Jim" Ferguson,

they could not have picked a better man. Ferguson, who had

risen from poverty and a meager formal education, was a

successful banker at the Temple State Bank, lawyer, and

businessman, but a virtual unknown in Texas politics. 2'

However, because of his rustic background, Ferguson proved

to be just the candidate that the antiprohibitionists needed

in 1914. Opening his campaign at Blum on March 21, Ferguson

promised to seek legislation to prevent landlords collecting

rent from a tenant farmer in excess of one fourth of the

cotton crop or one third of the value of the grain crop. In

emphasizing the tenancy issue, Ferguson touched upon a real

source of discontent. By 1911 nearly 52 percent of the

state's farmers were tenants. 2 2 Not only did Ferguson gain

the support of Texas's rural population, but he also won the

admiration of many by his performances on the stump.

Recalling that Ball was a member of Houston Country Club,

where liquor was served, Ferguson told a Fort Worth crowd on

May 15 that "it had probably not occurred to some of you

good prohibitionists that you were really running a high-
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toned saloon man for governor. " 23 Consequently, on July 25

Ferguson won with 237,062 votes to Ball's 191,558. "In

order to win," wrote T. V. Neal in Home and State, "a

prohibitionist had to run strongly in the rural counties of

North Texas." 24 Ball failed to do this.

Ball's defeat left prohibitionists and progressives

stunned. "All over Texas, the Prohibitionists are standing

dazed, wondering what to do next," noted a writer for the

Baptist Standard.25 In spite of running a politician with

thirty years experience endorsed by the President of the

United States, Texas's reformers proved once again they were

unable to overcome the strength of the antiprohibition

forces, which had added the tenant farmer as well as

Governor James E. Ferguson to their camp. What did the

future hold for progressives and prohibitionists in Texas?

Were they finished, or was reform still a possibility? As

they cast their eyes toward the future, their vision became

overshadowed by the outbreak of war in Europe. Could World

War I possibly make a difference in the course of Texas'

reformers? They would soon find out.
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CHAPTER II

THE OUTBREAK OF WAR IN EUROPE

When the sound of war echoed from Europe in August,

1914, its repercussions on the American continent were felt

most intensely in the South, as economic havoc spread

through that region. Because of the "war-borne" disasters

that befell King Cotton, the reigning "monarch" of the

southern economy, the South was in travail during the late

summer and early autumn of 1914.' Cotton, which furnished

employment for the four million people engaged in its

processing, became almost unmarketable overnight because the

United Kingdom, Germany, France, and Belgium, the largest

and steadiest purchasers, were at war.2  To make matters'

still worse, the disappearance of the overseas market for

American cotton left the South with no place to sell a

bumper crop of more than sixteen million bales, one of the

largest crops in history. Consequently, on July 31, 1914,

the cotton exchanges in New York and New Orleans closed

their doors and the smaller exchanges across the country

followed suit. As a result, the staple which had sold for

almost twelve cents a pound during the closing days of July,

dropped to six cents a pound during September and October.

10
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For the South as a whole, the outbreak of war in Europe

meant a potential loss of $500 million, or one-half the

value of the crop, with catastrophic consequences for the

growers and businessmen who serviced the cotton trade.3

In Texas, war quickly transformed a midsummer's dream

of comfort and security into an economic nightmare. "I have

been a close student of conditions all my life, am 54 years

old, and this is the most serious condition that I have ever

seen," remarked W. B. Yeary, publisher of a Dallas cotton

journal and resident of Collin County.' He further added,

"To show you the strained condition, I can not borrow a

dollar on bank stock, cotton, real estate, or anything

else."5  "Ruin [is] now running riot in the South," warned

Senator Morris Sheppard of Texas.' In response, Texas

politicians and businessmen turned to Austin and Washington

for relief. In a telegram to Texas Congressman Robert L.

Henry, the incumbent governor Oscar B. Colquitt stated,

"Unless National and State Governments can aid present

situation, with enormous cotton crop coming on market in

October, bankruptcy will overtake thousands of people in

cotton-growing states."' A group of bankers in Austin,

Texas, warned, "The judgment of our most capable thinkers is

[that] without prompt and substantial help from the national

government Texas will soon confront a condition of general
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bankruptcy. The condition grows more threatening every

day."

In late August of 1914, Governor Colquitt called a

special session of the legislature, urging lawmakers to

create an emergency warehouse system where farmers might

deposit cotton until credit conditions improved. He hoped

that the legislation would secure a change in the currency

laws to make such warehouse receipts the basis for issuing

emergency loans. The legislature passed the emergency

measure during September and later authorized a permanent

network of state-chartered warehouses. However, the

warehouse bills, while helpful, still left the Texas farmers

with the problem of obtaining credit until prices rose and

the market adjusted. Moreover, the Wilson administration

proved unwilling to compensate the farmers.

After seeing the Wilson administration's reluctance to

remedy the problem, Governor Colquitt proposed to the

legislature his plan for a Bank of Texas. The bank was to

be funded with capital from member banks and would draw on

the nearly $18 million in bonds in the state school fund to

help move the cotton and prevent its enforced sale at

sacrifice prices. However, because Colquitt's bill

imperilled school funds, opponents called it

unconstitutional. Therefore, legislative sentiment

solidified against it. Colquitt's efforts to bring aid to
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the Texas farmer met further resistance when his proposal

for a mandatory acreage reduction law was given meager

consideration by the legislature. Frustrated in his efforts

to get legislative aid for farmers, Governor Colquitt

denounced the legislature saying, "I have presented to the

Texas Legislature the opportunity and a chance for this

leadership but you have declined it." He also blasted the

Wilson administration saying, "The Democratic party, now in

control of the nation, has utterly failed, and announces its

purpose not to try and protect us against this great waste

in value." 9

Failing in his own efforts to remedy the economic ills

brought upon the South by the outbreak of war in Europe,

Colquitt looked to Texas Congressman Robert L. Henry, who

appealed directly to the President and the Secretary of the

Treasury on October 2, and three days later introduced a

cotton relief bill in the House of Representatives. The

bill instructed the Secretary of the Treasury, William P.

McAdoo, to issue $500 million in currency for deposit in

national and state banks of the cotton states, requiring the

banks to lend the money to cotton producers at 3 percent

interest against the security of cotton valued at ten cents

a pound.' 0 In an ardent defense of his bill before the

House Committee on October 5, Henry declared,
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Mr. Speaker, the people of the South are prostrated in

this present crisis. . . . What we need is the strong

arm of this Federal Government to be extended to the

30,000,000 people in the South who produce 15,000,000

bales of cotton. . . . Aye, it is more than a national

question; it is an international question. Cotton is

the only product that brings gold back to us when all

other products and manufactures fail. . . . So we

resort to the issuance of United States notes by the

Federal Government, the only sovereignty and agency
that has the power and upon whom rests the duty to

supply the people with an adequate amount of currency

in such crises as these. . . . Sirs, in a crisis like

this I have crossed the Rubicon. I have burned my

bridges, and am ready to fight for the principle that

this Government shall issue its currency and preserve

the progress and prosperity of the southern people."

As Henry's bill moved through Congress in October, the

battle over relief for the cotton states raged with

increasing intensity. Most of the southern agrarian

representatives and senators rallied behind the Henry bill,

but the administration and its loyal spokesmen in Congress

joined with the Republican minority to head off the southern

revolt. Henry's bill died on October 21. Although the

superficial issue pertaining to the death of Henry's bill

involved the method and form of federal relief, the

fundamental issue concerned the larger question of the

limits of federal activity in the economic field.'"

Because of Wilson's "New Freedom" doctrines of limited

governmental activity and its opposition to direct federal

intervention on behalf of any class or interest, the

president and his followers were opposed in principle to

direct federal support of the cotton crisis. The southern
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agrarians, on the other hand, were the inheritors of the

Populist tradition and were, in 1914, among the main

advocates of a program of "comprehensive federal aid to

agriculture and labor" in the United States.'3  Moreover,

when viewed in light of the political situation prevailing

in 1913 and 1914, the cotton controversy was not an

intricate matter. It was a revealing phase of a long

struggle between a relatively conservative administration

and a powerful pressure group, referred to as the southern

agrarian radicals, who, along with other advanced

progressive groups in the country, were seeking to extend

the authority of the federal government into many new areas.

"The controversy over relief for the cotton farmers,

however, revealed the ideological gulf separating the

administration and the advanced progressive elements in.

Congress and the country more clearly than did any other

episode of the Wilson era."

The Wilson administration's unwillingness to aid the

southern agriculturalists at that particular time provided

Governor Colquitt an opportunity to end his gubernatorial

tenure in a vivid fashion. In an interview with a Missouri

journalist that appeared on December 27, 1914, the governor

criticized most of the achievements of Wilson's presidency

and reserved particular scorn for his handling of the cotton

crisis:
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The Wilson administration has been the greatest failure
in the history of the Presidency. The South is a land
literally flowing with milk and honey; it has made one
of the biggest and best crops in its history, and yet,
because of the utter incompetence of the men in charge
of the Government, its business is prostrated, its
credit is impaired, and thousands of its people are
starving."

The governor also stressed that America's foreign policy had

allowed English spinners to rob the American cotton growers

of half the value of their crop. Colquitt's denouncement of

the Wilson administration accurately reflected Southern

anger at the government's failure to alleviate the cotton

crisis. Moreover, because of their predominantly agrarian

constituency, Texas progressives cooled somewhat toward the

Wilson administration.

In contrast to Governor Colquitt, relations between

Austin and Washington warmed as James E. Ferguson entered

office in January of 1915. When cotton prices rose during

the first months of Ferguson's term, the Wilson

administration received credit. Moreover, President

Wilson's response to Britain's decision to place cotton on

the contraband list elicited praise from Austin. In a

telegram to President Wilson, Governor Ferguson praised

Wilson's reaction to Britain's decision by stating that the

President's policy would "more effectively answer the

contraband decrees of Europe than could our entire army and

navy."" As Governor Ferguson took office, relations
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improved not only between Washington and Austin but also

between the new governor and his legislature. Assuring the

legislature of his desire for good relations at his

inaugural on January 19, Governor Ferguson invited the

lawmakers to "just come right in, sit right down, and make

yourself at home" when they wanted to see him. "If you love

me as I love you," he promised them, "no knife can cut our

love in two."" The absence of the public quarreling,

prominent during the Colquitt era, and Governor Ferguson's

support of President Wilson's policies urged Edward M.

House, Wilson's closest confidant, to tell David Harrell in

April that Ferguson "will be one of our most successful

governors. He has common sense and courage and he has the

faculty of making friends instead of enemies.""

Progressives and prohibitionists in Texas looked on

with dismay as the outbreak of war in Europe not only

deflated their economy but also drew their new governor

closer to President Wilson. However, a sterner test for the

new governor's cordiality toward the Wilson administration

following the outbreak of war in Europe arose over an event

more alarming to the American people.

At 12:00 p.m. on May 1, 1915, the Lusitania, a 30,396

ton passenger liner, set out from New York harbor en route

to Liverpool, England, carrying over one thousand

passengers; 197 Americans among them.'" Nearing the end of
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its voyage on May 7, the liner was spotted heading toward

the Irish Sea by a German submarine which had been hunting

in the area since May 5. After following the liner for

nearly an hour, Kapitanleutenant Walter Schwieger had the

vessel squarely in his sights and fired one torpedo at

2:10 p.m. Within eighteen minutes, it was all over. "The

victims numbered 785 passengers and 413 members of the crew,

a total of 1,198 dead; among them were 270 women, 94

children, and 124 American citizens."'9 Somehow over seven

hundred passengers and crew members managed to survive. In

spite of the trauma, however, the vast majority of citizens

in the country wanted President Wilson to continue to voice

their moral indignation without assuming the risk of

involvement. In Texas, the Baptist Standard answered the

tragedy by stating,

We must remember that all nations that are lashed to
fury in a war may be guilty of acts against a neutral
nation, which in their saner moments they would not
even think of doing. We could not right the wrong by
sacrificing the lives of a hundred thousand men or more
because one or two hundred American subjects were put
to death. Henry Ward Beecher said years ago that most
of the debts of Europe represent condensed drops of
blood. The loss in men is far greater than the loss in
money.2

1

On July 21, 1915, Woodrow Wilson asked Secretary of War

Lindley M. Garrison and Secretary of the Navy Josephus

Daniels to set their technical advisers to work on plans for

an adequate national defense. The president's decision to
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initiate military preparedness elicited praise from a large

number of conservatives; however, the great majority of

progressives, particularly in the South and Middle West,

were opposed to it. First of all, progressives were

concerned primarily with matters of "economic and social

justice at home," not "European diplomatic rivalries."

Progressives held to the belief that "America's unique

mission was to purify herself in order to provide an example

of democracy triumphant over social and economic injustice

and a model of peaceful behavior," which required an end to

her overseas adventures and a halt to her naval building.

Progressives also believed that wars in the modern world

were evil because they were mainly "imperialistic and

economic in origin," and that the chief advocates of war

were "bankers with money to lend, munitions-makers with

goods to sell, and industrialists with markets to win. "21

An editorial found in an October issue of Harper's Weekly

echoed their belief more vehemently by stating, "The money

interest of influential men abroad up to crowned heads, in

war preparation, is a scandal beyond words.""22  To

progressives, military preparedness meant "turning America

into an armed camp like Europe, glorification of force, and,

worst of all, an end to reform at home." 2 3  The latter,

they believed, was the primary motive of the men who were

financing the preparedness propaganda.
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Texas progressives were quick to speak out against

expanding the nation's military forces, as President

Wilson's decision to initiate preparedness awakened Texas

politicians to the reality of war. Addressing a gathering

at the Tyler Fair during the first week of October, Cone

Johnson, solicitor of the State Department at Washington,

attacked advocates of preparedness by stating, "The Nations

of the earth that were prepared for war are now desperately

engaged in it, while the nations that are not prepared are

at peace." He then asked, "Is this a coincidence? If not,

then it teaches the lesson that Nations, like individuals,

when they are prepared for trouble easily fall into it.""

In his address to the Galveston YMCA on October 31, Samuel

Brooks, a dry senatorial candidate stated that he was in

"hearty accord with all of President Wilson's policies,

foreign and domestic, except that of preparedness." He also

urged the government to wait until the outcome of the

European War before it indulged to "any great extent in the

program of naval expenditures." 25  More significantly,

Thomas B. Love, a former speaker of the Texas House of

Representatives, a leading prohibitionist, and campaign

manager for President Wilson, wrote to William Jennings

Bryan stating, "The people of Texas in overwhelming numbers

stand against militarism, including 'preparedness,' and they

stand for Peace.""26
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Antipreparedness sentiment quickly found a home among

the clergy and rural population of Texas which together

served as a hotbed for progressive sentiment. A November

letter, from the Dallas Presbyterian Pastors' Association,

appealed to President Wilson to "stand like a rock against

the clamorous demands of the militarists of the nation and

against entrance upon a career that will in any measure

satisfy those who profit by the trade of war." The letter

also encouraged Wilson to suggest that the "Government

itself manufacture its own war munitions, thus testing the

patriotism of those who have cried out for war. "" An

article found in a November, 1915, issue of Texas' Farm and

Ranch echoed rural antipreparedness sentiment by asking,

"Could any subject be more repulsive to the religious

feeling of rural people than that of war, human destruction

and human suffering?" The article answered by urging those

who favored preparedness to think of the Savior's words when

on earth: "They that take up the sword shall perish with

the sword." The article reflecting antipreparedness

sentiment among Texas' rural population further stated, "The

farmers, producers and honest toilers have no reason to want

war or even to maintain large armies and large navies. War

has never benefited the poor or the humble citizen who must

bear the burdens. It never will." The article then urged
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to let the year's Thanksgiving sermons, songs, and prayers

be for "peace and good will to men."28

Progressive insurgents of Texas took great refuge in

knowing that William Jennings Bryan, the Great Commoner and

progressive apostle of peace, fought with them. Since his

resignation as Secretary of State on June 8, 1915, Bryan had

given boundless time and energy for the crusade of peace.

In early October, he entered Texas and gave speeches that

drew enormous crowds and applause. Addressing three

thousand people in Dallas' Fair Park Coliseum on the evening

of October 2, 1915, Bryan attacked the propagandists in the

country who advocated that preparedness preserved peace by

stating, "If preparedness for war would prevent war, there

would be no war today in Europe." He then argued and asked,

"No country is preparing to fight us. But if we begin to

prepare to fight them, don't you suppose we would scare them

into preparedness for war against us?"2 9  The next day, in

Houston, as some eight thousand persons filled the

auditorium, and about the same number were turned away,

Bryan argued that the cause of the European War could be

found in a "false philosophy--the theory that might makes

right. . . . The nations that go on the theory that might

makes right are soon in a neck and neck race for the

bottomless pit." He then argued that if there was any

question upon which the people of the United States should
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have the right of a referendum vote, it was the question of

"peace or war," and those who voted for war should enlist

first. The Great Commoner further remarked, "I would have

the first battle line made up of jingo editors, so that they

may have.the honor of dying for their country before anyone

else gets shot. . . . You can no more measure the sentiment

of the nation by the frothings of a jingo press than you can

measure the depth of the ocean by the foam upon its

waves. "30 Responding to the sinking of the Lusitania,

Bryan stated, "My friends, I do not believe this country

ought to risk the lives of 100,000 brave Americans because

100 were killed on a ship they had no business to be on."3 '

By the time President Wilson formally announced his

preparedness plan in New York City on November 4, 1915,

large opposition existed not only among different factions

of Texas' progressive coalition but, more importantly, its

congressional delegation. Among Texans in Washington, only

Senator Morris Sheppard and the new congressmen-at-large,

Atkins Jefferson McLemore, supported the president's program

of military preparedness. One of the leading opponents of

preparedness among Texas congressmen was Representative

Martin Dies of Beaumont. Speaking out against Wilson's

policy in the House of Representatives in January, 1916,

Dies stated that
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those who seek to frighten this Nation into military
and naval extravagance have been driven to the absurd
and unpatriotic task of belittling the volunteer
soldier upon whom we have always relied for the defense
of our country in time of war, and discrediting the
American Navy, which in gallantry and efficiency is the
greatest in the world, and which in point of defensive
strength is second only to that of England."

However, among Texas congressmen, the most outspoken

opponent of Wilson's policy was Oscar Calloway of Commanche.

Leading the opposition to the Naval appropriations bill,

which came to the floor of the House in May, 1916, Calloway

exerted, "Come across the ocean! There is about as much

danger of England coming across the ocean and whipping us,

or Germany, or any other country, in the face of submarines

and torpedoes, developed as they are, as there is of a

crippled hound pup getting by a bunch of alligators in a

Florida swamp. They cannot do it.""

The compelling reason that Oscar Calloway opposed

preparedness was his sincere belief that the primary

advocates for huge expenditures were the persons who

profited from them. He exclaimed to the House committee, "I

deny the right of profit makers to disguise their real

purpose and march under the banner of patriotism. If each

of their leaders will disclose his exact connection with the

concerns expecting profit, a great light will fall on their

patriotism. "" In his response to the profiteers of

munitions, Congressman Dies told the House Committee that
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the United States would never get rid of the war cry until

it took the profits out of making and building for war.

"Human nature is very weak," Dies declared. "We must not

tempt men. . . . They are likely to cry 'wolf' for the

purpose of inducing us to buy a gun.""

Although the sentiment against President Wilson's

decision to initiate preparedness loomed heavily in Texas,

it was subdued through the efforts of Governor James E.

Ferguson and other Democratic supporters of Wilson's policy.

In an address to an opening day State Fair of Texas crowd,

on October 16, 1915, Governor Ferguson accused the man who

would not support President Wilson's preparedness policy of

being a "red-flagger." He also stated that "every public

official, regardless of how much it may invite criticism,

should feel it his duty to speak as firmly as he [Ferguson]

was doing."3 6 Moreover, upon arriving in Washington with a

vanguard of Texans during the first week of December to urge

before the Democratic National Committee the selection of

Dallas for the 1916 national convention, Ferguson told

reporters that if a nation landed two hundred thousand

soldiers on the west coast of Mexico in the United States'

present state of unpreparedness, they could march

"undisputed" to St. Louis, and that he did not reflect upon

the "bravery" of the United States citizen when he said it.

The same would be true were it any portion of the 3,000
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miles of Canadian border," the governor added. Governor

Ferguson also told reporters that "Texas sentiment is not

fully crystallized, but I would say it was for

preparedness.""

When a lack of support for military preparation grew

among Democrats in Congress, Texas Democrats supporting

Wilson's policy countered with "mass meetings" for

preparedness in the districts of the congressmen who were

opposed to Wilson's policy.38 At a meeting held by Wilson

supporters in Tyler, Judge J. W. Fitzgerald remarked, "A

second class navy could land two hundred thousand men in

Mexico, march through Texas and be in St. Louis before we

would wake up and could gather up an army to meet them."39

In addition, a resolution was passed at the meeting

indicating that the citizens of Tyler endorsed President

Wilson in his program of preparedness "fully, heartily, and

thoroughly." 4" Following a meeting held in Dallas five

days later, the Dallas Times Herald stated that the citizens

of Dallas, representing all political parties, "strongly"

endorsed President Wilson's program of preparedness, and

urged their senators and representatives in Congress to give

it their "earnest and active" support." On February 12,

following a preparedness meeting in Amarillo, Mayor J. N.

Beasley sent a telegram to President Wilson stating that the

resolutions offered commending President Wilson's
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preparedness policy were passed "unanimously."' Moreover,

on February 8, the Dallas Morning News and the Galveston

Daily News ran a front page question asking, "Are You For or

Against the President in His Stand on Preparedness?," and

invited replies from readers.4
' After five days, responses

in the Dallas Morning News ran in favor of the president

nineteen to one, as 15,911 favored preparedness and 821

opposed it." In the Galveston Daily News, sentiment ran

in favor of President Wilson eighteen to one, as 14,275

voted for preparedness and 767 against it.45  The votes

were taken from citizens in every section of Texas and

Oklahoma, with a few responses from other states.

On February 23, Governor Ferguson took to the stump for

President Wilson. After addressing a crowd in Llano, Texas,

the governor sent a telegram to President Wilson indicating

that, out of the three thousand people he spoke to in

Congressman Slayden's district, the people endorsed his plan

of preparedness by a vote of "ten to one," and pledged

themselves to instruct their congressmen to stand with the

president." Responding to Governor Ferguson's telegram in

a letter, President Wilson wrote, "I have been at a loss to

understand the activities of some of the Texas delegation in

the House in the matter of preparation for national defense.

I am heartily glad to know of the many indications of the

attitude of the people of Texas toward that all-important
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matter." 4 7  Consequently, members of Congress opposed to

Wilson's policy faced the prospect of pro-Wilson opposition

in the July primaries. Feeling the heat, a number of them

came over to President Wilson's position. For instance,

Representative Hatton Sumners of Dallas remarked that he

would prefer to err on the side of "too much than too

little," when it came to the question of what constituted

"adequate preparation" for the country.4" Representative

W. R. Smith, of Colorado City, stated that "after a long and

serious consideration" it appeared to him that President

Wilson's plan was the "best yet suggested."" In addition,

representatives Joe Eagle, A. W. Gregg, James Young, and

John Stephens all indicated a readiness to assist President

Wilson in his efforts for adequate national defense.

However, J. H. "Cyclone" Davis, Oscar Calloway, and Martin

Dies, among others holding firm to their conviction, refused

to allow public sentiment to sway them.

The results of the mass meetings on preparedness

together with the results of the newspaper polls revealed

clearly that public opinion in Texas had rallied to

President Wilson's policy. However, those who rallied to

Wilson's policy were primarily the residents of the cities

and towns, not the farmers. Therefore, support for

preparedness in Texas was not that widespread.

Nevertheless, progressives and prohibitionists of Texas
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became even more embittered as the issue of military

preparedness drew their antiprohibitionist governor and

President Wilson ever closer.

For progressives and prohibitionists in Texas, the

outbreak of the Great War had resulted thus far not only in

an economic catastrophe, but more incisively, a political

one. However, as the preparedness issue began to settle

during the middle of February, 1916, another one surfaced

which resulted in further discouragement for Texas' reform

coalition. On February 15, Secretary of State Robert

Lansing called reporters to the State Department and

announced the Wilson administration's policy toward

Germany's new plan for submarine warfare. After discussing

Germany's new plan, which called for an all-out campaign

against armed merchantmen of belligerent nations, Lansing

told reporters that the American government "might" allow

the new German campaign to go into effect without taking any

formal action one way or the other. 50 Lansing then

indicated that the Wilson administration would refuse to

warn American citizens from traveling on merchantmen armed

"solely" for defensive purposes. Furthermore, he stated

that it would be a matter of "serious concern" if Americans

lost their lives as a result of German submarines sinking

defensively armed vessels without giving warning. Lansing's

announcement came as a result of his inability to persuade
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all of the Allies to agree upon a proposed "modus vivendi"

for international commercial shipping, which called for

Allied nations to disarm their merchantmen so that Germany

would be "without excuse" if one of its submarines fired

upon one."

Knowing that Lansing's announcement could easily lead

America into war with Germany, members of Congress became

alarmed. Consequently, a number of them introduced bills

and resolutions to keep Americans off belligerent ships.

The first one to take such action was Congressman-at-large

Atkins Jefferson McLemore from Texas, who introduced a

resolution requesting President Wilson to urge all American

citizens not to travel on armed vessels. Speaking in

defense of his resolution before the House of Representa-

tives on February 18, McLemore indicated suspicion that.

England was hiding behind the "coat tails of Uncle Sam" by

luring Americans onto her armed ships, and then hoping that

an American might lose his life so that America would jump

in and do England's fighting for her. He remarked, "I am

quick to resent that conduct and to resent it to the best of

my ability." McLemore also urged that America stand firm in

the matter of "refusing to be a stalking horse for the game

of shooting submarines with 'defensive guns'" by staying off

armed belligerent ships." Another noted challenger to

President Wilson's armed ship policy was Oklahoma Senator
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Thomas P. Gore, who introduced bills prohibiting the

issuance of passports to Americans traveling on any

belligerent ship and American and neutral vessels from

transporting American citizens as passengers while carrying

contraband.

When the United States seemed to be heading toward war

with Germany in late February, McLemore's resolution became

eminently recognized in the United States. In Texas,

senatorial candidate Jacob F. Wolters wrote to Congressman

McLemore convinced that if President Wilson took a vote upon

the resolution, "98% of the people of Texas would vote

'Yes'."53 More significantly, every Democratic member of

the foreign affairs committee signified he would vote for

the resolution. However, between February 23 and February

26, support for McLemore's resolution subsided, as Wilson

vigorously swayed Democratic leaders through letters and

conferences. On February 29, President Wilson, convinced

that the armed ship issue was further endangering America's

diplomatic relations with Germany, asked Congress to act

promptly on the resolutions of Jeff McLemore and Thomas P.

Gore. On March 3, the Senate tabled the Gore resolution by

a vote of 68 to 14, and on March 7, the House of Representa-

tives tabled the McLemore resolution by a vote of 276 to

142.54
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Together with the ambiguous attitude of Texas'

congressional delegation toward preparedness, the

controversy over McLemore's resolution resulted in

Washington questioning the attitude of Texas Democrats

toward President Wilson's renomination. President Wilson's

advisers, who became sensitive to a cooling mood in Texas

toward Wilson's renomination, were also imperiled by the

rallying of German Americans to the senatorial candidacy of

former Governor Oscar B. Colquitt, who assailed the Wilson

administration at a Houston banquet on March 11. Colquitt

not only blasted Wilson for his European policy, but Mexico

as well. However, following Colquitt's attack, Governor

Ferguson once again smote progressives and prohibitionists

by springing to the defense of President Wilson. The

governor branded Colquitt's remarks "uncalled for an

unpatriotic and undemocratic. "5 Consequently, local

officeholders received word that Governor Ferguson, because

of his continuing loyalty to the Wilson administration,

should lead the state's delegation to the national

convention. Moreover, following a meeting of the Democratic

State Executive Committee at Hillsboro on April 8, an

article in a San Antonio newspaper remarked that it was

"generally regarded as good as settled" that Governor James

E. Ferguson would be selected to head the state's delegation

to the national convention."' Furthermore, a San Antonio
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federal official, close to President Wilson and his cabinet

members, was quoted as saying that it was the "express

desire" of the administration that the Texas delegation be

headed by Governor Ferguson.57

For. Texas' reform coalition, the worst result of the

war in Europe thus far was not the economic crunch brought

on with the fall of "King Cotton" or the controversies over

the issues of preparedness and armed ships. The worst was

witnessing a new antiprohibitionist governor draw ever

closer to a president whom they were largely responsible for

placing in office. However, for Texas's reform coalition,

to watch Governor Ferguson gain control of the state's

delegation at the upcoming San Antonio convention would be

merely bowing to defeat. Just how strong was the reform

spirit in Texas? How would Texas's reformers respond?
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CHAPTER III

THE REVIVAL OF THE ANTI-SALOON LEAGUE AND THE

STATE DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION OF 1916

Commenting on the political aspects of the saloon

problem, Theodore Roosevelt, while Police Commissioner of

New York City, stated: "The most powerful saloon-keepers

controlled the politicians and the police, while the latter

in turn terrorized and blackmailed all other saloon-keepers.

If the American people do not control it, it will control

them. "I Abraham Lincoln, referring to the social aspects

of the saloon problem, was quoted as saying, "The liquor

traffic is a cancer in society, eating out the vitals and

threatening destruction, and all attempts to regulate it

will not only prove abortive, but will aggravate evil.

There must be no more attempts to regulate the cancer. It

must be eradicated, not a root must be left behind; for

until this is done all classes must continue in danger of

becoming victims of strong drink." 2

The words of these two famous leaders reflected the

attitude of prohibitionists in Texas as the state convention

of the Anti-Saloon League met in Dallas's City Hall

Auditorium on March 13, 14, and 15, 1916, with approximately

4,000 in attendance. The speaking was characterized as

39
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being "up to the top notch," as Will D. Upshaw of Georgia,

Mrs. Nannie Webb Curtis, president of the Women's Christian

Temperance Union of Texas, former state senator John G.

Willacy, Alabama Congressman Richmond Pearson Hobson,

Honorable William Jennings Bryan, not to mention the large

number of Texas preachers and laymen of the old guard who

were on the program, all brought inspiring messages. 3 "The

Brewer's Big Horses," "The Walls of Jerico," "All U.S. Dry,,"

and other popular prohibition songs provoked round after

round of applause and aroused enthusiasm and determination

against the liquor demon to the highest pitch.4 The

attendance, as well as the enthusiasm, increased at every

session, until at the close of the convention, and the

following resolution was adopted:

We hereby give it as our solemn and mature
conviction that Texas is now ready for State-wide
prohibition and that victory is easily within our grasp
if with wisdom and promptness we mobilize our forces
and march to the field; and we hereby go on record for
petitioning the Democratic Executive Committee to place
on the ballot in the Democratic Primary next July the
question of the submission by the next Legislature of a
prohibition amendment to our State Constitution; and we
hereby instruct our Board of Managers, Executive
Committee, and Superintendent, to take such steps as
they deem wise and proper for mobilizing public
sentiment and organizing our forces throughout the
State to carry submission at the primary election to
secure submission by the next Legislature and to have a
Constitutional Amendment adopted by the people in
1917.5

A good number of prohibitionists endorsed the

resolution, and similar petitions soon flooded the

Democratic Executive Committee. The Texas League, wanting
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also to insure that the Democrats put the submission on the

1916 primary ballot and weaken antiprohibitionist control of

the party machinery, decided to seek a prohibitionist

delegation to the national convention. Prohibitionist

anxiety over the party structure was shared by all the other

progressive Democrats in the state as well." The

willingness of the Texas League to challenge Governor

Ferguson's control of the state delegation indicated how far

the prohibition movement had rebounded since the disasters

of 1914.'

The revival of the Texas Anti-Saloon League, however,

began in late 1914 when the National Anti-Saloon League

proposed that the Texas branch reorganize in accordance with

a new constitution adopted by the parent league earlier in

the year, which provided for tighter control over the

finances and policy of state leagues. The document

reflected the rigidly structured, hierarchical approach of

the national organization. 8 Consequently, during its first

annual convention at Waco, February 9 and 10, 1915, the

Texas Anti-Saloon League adopted a State constitution

comprised of nine articles. Article III of the document

provided that the league should hold an annual convention.

Article V provided for the election of officers, including a

president, two vice presidents, a recording secretary, a

treasurer, and a superintendent. Receiving these honors at

the convention were Dr. Boaz of Fort Worth, who was re-
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elected president; R. H. Kirby of Austin, chosen first vice-

president; Reverend J. M. Dawson of Waco, second vice-

president; George Sergeant of Dallas, secretary; and R. H.

Coleman of Dallas, treasurer. Article VI provided for a

Board of Managers, consisting of non-salaried officers and

two additional members from each State senatorial district

of the State of Texas. Article VII provided for an

Executive Committee, and VIII, that in the matter of

finances, the Texas League should cooperate with the plans

of the Anti-Saloon League of America.I The national

league's willingness to assume the debts of the Home and

State, the official organ of the Texas League, also was a

key element to the Texas league's revitalization.

Speaking at the 1915 meeting, Dr. Howard Russell of

Ohio, founder of the Anti-Saloon League of America, said the

time was ripe in Texas for a State-wide prohibition

election, and that the saloon was the greatest sin in the

world."0 Mrs. Nannie Webb Curtis aroused the delegates'

enthusiasm to a fever pitch by expressing her belief that

the prohibitionists should go to Austin and tell the

Legislature what they want. Then if the governor vetoed

liquor legislation, he'd bear the blame." Dr. H. A.

Porter of Dallas, who spoke at the meeting on the morning of

February 10, said the liquor traffic was guilty of the

"breach of every one of the ten commandments."'2  Moreover,

the following resolution was adopted at the meeting: "We
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suggest to the patriotic citizens of the State whose

Congressmen failed to support nation-wide prohibition, that

they urge them to repentance through letters and petitions,

and in case this fails to firmly and painlessly separate

them from the mobs and elect men who have no such follies to

repent of."" Following the meeting, the Baptist Standard

stated, "The anti-saloon forces are thoroughly united and

getting ready to drive the saloons from Texas.""

Reverend Arthur James Barton of Waco was elected the

new Superintendent of the Anti-Saloon League of Texas at a

meeting of the Board of Control in Dallas on February 24,

1915, replacing J. H. Gambrell. Long a member of the Anti-

Saloon League's national inner circle, Barton served as an

official delegate of the United States Government to the

International Congresses on Alcoholism at Milan, Italy, in

1913 and at Lausanne, Switzerland in 1921. More

significantly however, Barton drafted the Webb-Kenyon Act,

which blocked interstate shipments of alcohol, and helped

launch the campaign for a national prohibition amendment in

1913."5 Well respected among his peers, Barton was known

as a "a man of great ability and a fine speaker and a good

fighter," and someone who would certainly "put the militant

spirit into the work" of League Superintendent."' Barton's

election to the post elicited optimism for the elimination

of liquor in Texas, as he wrote to the editor of Home and

State following his election, saying, "I believe that we are
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in the best position now to organize our forces and sweep

saloons from Texas that we have been in for a good while.

. . I candidly believe that the next lick we get at the

saloon, if we can so manage as to meet the issue clearly and

definitely and disentangled from every other thing, we will

put the saloon out of business by a pronounced majority." 7

As the Texas Anti-Saloon League was revived under the

new leadership of an austere superintendent and a stringent

constitution, the prohibition movement in Texas gained

momentum. For instance, the Texas Anti-Saloon League was

able to lease back the Home and State from the National

Anti-Saloon League. After being leased back to the Texas

League, Home and State gained 15,400 new subscribers over a

ten month period, averaging approximately 50 names per day.

An article in the April 1, 1916 issue remarked, "There is

not the shadow of doubt that Texas is overwhelmingly against

the saloon." In addition to the increased number of Texas

subscribers to Home and State during the ten month period,

seven counties in the state went dry during the year: Jim

Wells, Freestone, Bee, San Patricio, Anderson, Bell and

Nueces. "These seven counties have been redeemed from the

rule of rum and the domination of the demagogue during the

year," resounded Home and State.'8 The most noteworthy of

these counties to go dry was Bell, Governor Ferguson's home

county. Moreover, the number of public meetings held across

the state to raise money for the League increased from seven
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in 1914 to forty-five in 1915.11 Feeling assurance from

these statistics, Superintendent Barton declared in January

of 1916 that "Prohibition will be carried at the next

election in Texas. . . . The liquor interests realize what

is coming and they are trembling way down in their

boots. "20

When an antitrust suit filed against Texas breweries in

1915 came to trial in January of 1916, the prohibition

movement in Texas seemed to be on the verge of triumphing.

The suit, filed by Texas Attorney General B. F. Looney on

January 9, 1915, in the District Court of Hopkins County, at

Sulphur Springs, alleged that seven Texas breweries violated

the antitrust laws of the state and used their corporate

means and assets to control politics and elections. 2 1 The

charges against the breweries contained allegations that

they violated the state antitrust laws by combining for

fixing prices and making territorial arrangements to

eliminate competition; that they collected by assessments

and donations funds at the rate of $1,200,000 a year for the

past five years in order to promote anti-prohibition

legislation and combat county and other local option

elections; that they employed agents to disseminate

propaganda; that they paid the poll taxes of thousands of

persons of known sentiments so that these persons might be

able to vote on liquor legislation; that they held meetings

to arrange for the distribution of assessments and the
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raising of funds; and that they exceeded in many other ways

the corporate powers granted them.2 2

By the time the cases came to trial at Sulphur Springs

on January 24, 1916, the Attorney General and his assistants

had procured a great mass of evidence consisting mainly of

letters, telegrams, and documents. Consequently, the

defendants pleaded guilty to the charges brought and

accepted a fine accumulating to the sum of $281,000, also

agreeing that their charters be forfeited, with the

exception of the Houston Ice and Brewing Company, which had

been theretofore voluntarily dissolved.2 More

significantly for the prohibition movement, however, was the

publication of the evidence, which revealed the extent of

liquor involvement in politics. The Anti-Saloon League

published the material in two volumes entitled The Brewers

and Texas Politics, which together with other voluminous

correspondence, proved to be a major weapon for the Texas

Anti-Saloon League.24

As the revival of the Texas Anti-Saloon League and the

indictment against the state's breweries generated a

productive state Anti-Saloon League convention,

prohibitionists, as well as other progressives not aligned

with them, cast their eyes toward the upcoming Democratic

state convention, scheduled to assemble in San Antonio on

May 23 and 24. Prominent among the reformers was Thomas B.

Love, who wanted to succeed the retiring Cato Sells as
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Democratic national committeeman in order to insure that a

progressive slate of delegates was sent to the National

Convention in St. Louis. 2 s Moreover, the addition of Love

to the National Committeemanship would practically insure

the defeat of Governor Ferguson for delegate at large. An

article in a May issue of the San Antonio Express stated,

"If elected, he'll nearly be certain to swing enough votes

to defeat Ferguson's desire to head the delegation. "26

In April, Love wrote to T. S. Henderson, a progressive

lawyer from Cameron, stating, "I am sure you will agree that

in the St. Louis Convention Texas should be represented by a

delegation made up of real Woodrow Wilson men and not of men

who are for him this year merely because he has no

opposition, or of men who wear the political collar of the

liquor traffic.""" In addition, Love teamed with Anti-

Saloon League Superintendent Barton to open a drive in Home

and State. The headline of the April 15, 1916 issue read:

"Shall the Liquor Machine Continue to Dominate the Politics

of Texas?" The article urged its readers to go to their

respective polling places on Saturday, May 6th, in order to

make sure that their precinct convention offered and adopted

a resolution of two parts: First, that the convention

oppose the selection of any man as a delegate to the

National Democratic Convention whose past political record

showed that he was subservient to the organized liquor

traffic in politics; second, that the delegates chosen from
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the precinct would vote in the County Convention for a

resolution instructing the county delegates to the State

Convention to select delegates to the National Convention on

the same criterion. The article stated furthermore, "Let us

save ourselves the humiliation of having a liquor-dominated

delegation sent to represent grand old Texas in the

convention which will renominate Woodrow Wilson for

President of the United States.""

The efforts of Love, however, were cleverly rebuffed by

Paul Waples, the Chairman of the Democratic State Committee,

who asked, "Will the prohibitionists permit the Anti-Saloon

League to place them in the position of proclaiming to the

world that they are prohibitionists first and Democrats

afterward? Or, worse still, that they are prohibitionists

first and Americans afterward?"" Waples then argued,

If the German-born Americans of Texas or the Roman
Catholics of Texas, or the Baptists, or any such group
of people, were to attempt to caucus for the purpose of
controlling this convention, there are members of the
Anti-Saloon League who would be among the first to cry
'Treason'! By what process of reasoning then, do they
reach the conclusion that simply because they have the
power--granting for the moment they have it--they are
at liberty to turn a Democratic convention into a mere
adjunct to an Anti-Saloon League caucus and line up
delegates, not as Democrats, but as mere puppets of the
Anti-Saloon League. . . . On the eve of the battle of
Trenton, George Washington issued the memorable order,
'Put none but Americans on guard tonight. That is the
order which the State Democratic convention should have
in mind when naming the delegation to St. Louis. 30

After Love received more endorsements at the hands of

the County Democratic conventions held over the state on May
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9 than all other candidates combined, he became quite

confident that he would be elected national committeeman.

On May 11, Love wrote to T. S. Henderson, stating, "I

received instructions from about sixty counties on Tuesday

and have assurances of the support of about 200 delegates

from uninstructed counties, so that it would seem my

election is assured.'"" In addition, Love wrote Cato

Sells, the retiring Democratic national committeeman, on May

16, informing him that "It looks now as if I would have at

least 600 votes out of the 880 in the State Convention and

that our friends will control the convention all along the

line." " However, Love failed to consider that the vast

majority of counties did not instruct on the question of

national committeeman. Moreover, reports showed that the

"Anti-Saloon League Resolution" was adopted at not more than

half a dozen county conventions." Consequently, many

prominent Democrats predicted that the selection of the

committeeman and delegates at the State convention in San

Antonio would be one of the hottest fights that had been

seen in a Texas Democratic convention in a long time."

Partly responsible for the prohibitionists'

disappointment in the May primaries was the effervescent

Joseph Weldon Bailey, a former United States senator.

Bailey, whose illegal involvement with corporate wealth

during his term as senator led his opponents in Texas to

believe that he valued wealthy clients more than the welfare
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of the state, possessed a growing revulsion against

progressivism.3" To Bailey, reform programs like the

initiative and referendum, prohibition, and woman's suffrage

were anathema because they involved a strengthening of

governmental power and a broadening of popular

participation, therefore opposing the dogma of state

rights.36  Hence, Bailey, eager to commit his party against

woman suffrage and national prohibition, helped the anti-

prohibition forces in South and Central Texas to hold their

own during the May primaries by circulating instructions to

friends to block the selection of prohibitionists and

promote the cause of antiprohibitionists and

conservatives.3  As a result, R. M. Johnston, President of

the Houston Post, wrote back to Bailey on May 5, 1916,

stating, "I think everything is all right in this section of

the State." 38 Moreover, L. J. Hart, a San Antonio realtor,

assured Bailey on May 9, 1916, that "The county convention

here was held today, and a sufficient number of your friends

were placed on the delegation to the state convention to

make it quite friendly to you."39

Knowing that Thomas Love's selection as national

committeeman would almost surely mean his defeat for

delegate at large to the Democratic National Convention in

St. Louis, Governor Ferguson spoke out irreverently against

it. On May 18, the governor told a reporter from the Dallas

Morning News that "It would be a matter of deep regret to
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elect Tom Love as national committeeman from the great State

of Texas, and particularly when there are so many good men

and good Democrats of twenty to forty years' standing in the

fighting ranks of the party who are available for the high

position." Ferguson then told the reporter, "I am not

advocating the election of Judge Poindexter or any

particular Democrat; I am endeavoring to answer your

question. What I do stand for most positively is the defeat

of Thomas B. Love." 40  Furthermore, on Sunday evening

before the convention, Ferguson was asked to serve as a

delegate to the national convention if Thomas Love was

elected as national committeeman: Ferguson responded by

saying, "I would stay at home 100 years before I would even

consent for Tom Love to have any place or recognition at the

hands of the Democratic party in Texas. "41

Having characterized their differences as

"irreconcilable" less than two years before at the

Democratic state convention in El Paso because of Bailey's

attempt to prevent a rapprochement between Governor Ferguson

and the Wilson administration, Joseph Weldon Bailey and

James E. Ferguson put their differences aside in the Spring

of 1916 in response to the threat of prohibitionists gaining

control of their beloved party. 42 Following their

reconciliation, an article in the May 20, 1916 issue of the

Dallas Morning News appropriately remarked, "Politics makes

strange bed-fellows." 4 3 Together, Bailey and Ferguson
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presented a formidable opponent to prohibitionists largely

because they aligned themselves with Woodrow Wilson and

charged prohibitionists with being followers of William

Jennings Bryan. For instance, on May 1, 1911, Woodrow

Wilson wrote to Reverend Thomas B. Shannon of New Jersey,

endorsing local option for liquor in that state. For the

liquor interest in Texas, Wilson's letter proved to be

invaluable, for a copy soon appeared in the Fort Worth

Record and was widely reprinted. In the letter, Wilson

wrote: "I am in favor of local option. I am a thorough

believer in local self-government and believe that every

self-governing community which constitutes a social unit

should have the right to control the matter of the

regulation or the withholding of licenses." 44  The "Shannon

Letter," as it came to be known, served as a main tool of

argument for antiprohibitionists.

Regarding the prohibitionists' linkage to William

Jennings Bryan, Paul Waples, Chairman of the Democratic

State Committee, best exemplified the views of Bailey and

Ferguson by stating, "For the most part, the leaders of the

Anti-Saloon League are followers of William Jennings Bryan

and were his sympathizers in his resignation from the

Cabinet of President Wilson during the darkest hours of

Wilson's administration. . . We do not want a delegation

sent to St. Louis which, while doing lip service to
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President Wilson, is subservient to Mr. Bryan. "" The

tactics of Governor Ferguson and Bailey not only sparked

their own followers, but also swayed many pro-Wilson

prohibitionists.

The revival of the Texas Anti-Saloon League, the

indictment against the state's breweries, and the fiery

rhetoric between the prohibitionists and antiprohibitionists

set the stage for a dramatic Democratic state convention, to

be held in San Antonio on May 23 and 24. "Never on any

field was American valor better exemplified than within the

walls of the Alamo.""" And never in any city would a more

controversial Democratic state convention be held. At the

time of the convention, the value of malt liquors brewed in

San Antonio represented nearly one-half the value of all

malt liquors made in the state. 47 Therefore, having long

been a bastion for the friends of liquor, San Antonio proved

to be a convention site conducive for antiprohibitionists.

A. W. Perkins, a progressive from Westerville, Ohio wrote an

editorial to the National Daily entitled "A Challenge to

Decent Citizenship," in which he stated that San Antonio was

selected for the convention by the wet state committee

because, "being utterly wet, the cooperation of the San

Antonio police could be depended upon for whatever measures

might be necessary to be put through any dirty deals.1"48

Furthermore, San Antonio's large concentration of Germans,

Mexicans, and Negroes provided an environment in which
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ethnic politics could flourish, and a strong local machine

provided the 97,000 inhabitants with the relaxed and

tolerant government they wanted.4 In short, the selection

of San Antonio as the 1916 state Democratic convention site

immediately put prohibitionists at a disadvantage.

Already granted with a favorable convention site,

antiprohibitionists gained two more distinct advantages

before the start of the convention on May 23, 1916. First

of all, knowing that one of their own faith could not be

elected permanent chairman of the convention, antiprohibi-

tionists won the allegiance of the prohibitionists'

selection, Judge W. C. Wear of Hillsboro, and arranged to

have him act on their behalf even before the prohibition

caucus.50 An alleged prohibitionist, Wear had strong ties

with Joseph Weldon Bailey, which made him precisely fit

antiprohibitionists' needs. Second, antiprohibitionists

arranged for a band to perform on their behalf by playing

during prohibition speeches and when the antiprohibitionists

scored a point. 5 Therefore, with control of the machinery

of the convention already in their hands, the

antiprohibitionist coalition, led by Joseph Weldon Bailey

and James E. Ferguson, confidently awaited the start of

deliberations on May 23, 1916, in San Antonio's Market House

Hall.

Fate seemed to be working in favor of the antiprohibi-
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tionists from the very outset of the convention as the band

played "How Dry I Am" after the roll had been called. As

expected, Judge Wear defeated Judge A. B. Watkins of

Henderson for convention chairman by a vote of 438 to 406.

As Wear was escorted to the chair, the band played "We Won't

Go Home Till Morning.""" In addressing the convention,

Judge Wear stated, "There is no need to hold this audience

to make an argument against woman's suffrage, but it is

sufficient to say that a Democratic convention held in this

place, immortalized by Travis, Bowie, Crocket and Milam, who

opposed Federal interference with the people's rights,

should declare against national prohibition and woman's

suffrage." 5 3 After declaring against national prohibition

and national woman's suffrage, Wear stunned prohibitionists

by appointing Bailey, Ferguson, James B. Wells, and other

antiprohibitionists to the platform committee, as well as

filling the other panels with antiprohibitionist

majorities.54 Prohibitionists were further dishonored when

Judge Wear referred to Governor Ferguson as an "old

fashioned Democrat," and pronounced him "your great

commoner." 55  Consequently, the next day's headlines in the

Dallas Morning News read: "Events at San Antonio Seem to

Foreshadow Defeat of Pros: Platform Committee In Control of

Antis-. "56

Following Judge Wear, the fervor of the convention

atmosphere increased as Governor Ferguson took the stand.
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Knowing that he would surely be elected by his own district,

the governor proposed that each congressional district name

a delegate at large to the national convention instead of

allowing the whole convention to pick delegates-at-large,

which the prohibition camp pushed for." In defense of his

proposal, Ferguson asked, "Why do we propose to charge the

method of electing delegates at large?" He then answered,

"I'll tell you why. Because we want the people all over the

State to have a voice in their affairs and not have the

Dallas politicians running them." The band responded by

playing "A Hot Time."5" Charging that Tom Love and Dr.

Barton, with the approval of Tom Ball, met in a hotel in

Dallas on May 14 to name the delegates to the St. Louis

convention, Ferguson remarked, "It is the same crowd that

two years ago established a political machine in Texas and

sought to wrest from the people their sovereign right to

select their candidates, and now they are trying to foist it

on you."59  The governor continued by stating, "I am sorry

the prohibition question has been injected here. But when I

see men here led by the Anti-Saloon League of Ohio, a

foreign corporation, - here as Democrats - I think it is

time to take the people into our confidence and say no set

of political tricksters can meet in Texas and say who our

delegation to St. Louis shall be." The Ferguson plan, which

carried by a vote of 446 to 369, broke up the prohibition

caucus slate, with only five of the men who were on that
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slate chosen by the districts. But even more disgusting to

prohibitionists was the fact that Governor Ferguson, who was

not on the said slate, was chosen as a delegate by the

Eleventh Congressional District and named as head of the

delegation."

Antiprohibitionists absolutely dominated the committee

on platform and resolutions during the afternoon. Working

together, Governor Ferguson and Joseph Weldon Bailey framed

the anti-national prohibition and anti-national woman's

suffrage planks for the antiprohibitionist platform, which

also endorsed the national administration and instructed for

Woodrow Wilson and Thomas R. Marshall for re-election as

President and Vice President, as well as endorsing the

Ferguson administration.6 ' Linking the anti-national

prohibition and anti-national woman's suffrage planks to the

issue of state's rights, Bailey shouted,

Now, my friends, we ought to put these planks in
our platform, or forever cease to go about posing as
the champions of State rights. We must remember that
over half of the men who charged Malvern Hill, over
half of the men who surrendered with Robert E. Lee, had
never owned a slave; they died and their sons died for
the rights of the individual states. Will we be
degenerate sons, or will we keep green the memory of
these illustrious aires?

Moreover, Bailey argued, "Yes, you might as well tell me a

man is a Christian who denies the divinity of Jesus Christ

as that a man is a Democrat and does not believe in State

rights. "62
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In addition to condemning its opposition to national

women's suffrage and national prohibition, prohibitionists

charged that the antiprohibitionist platform or majority

report, failed to adequately endorse the Wilson

administration. Cullen F. Thomas, a leading prohibitionist

and gubernatorial candidate from 1914, took to the floor and

led the fight against the platform by stating, "We have

offered to us a platform that contains two lines of

endorsement of Woodrow Wilson: a dozen lines commending the

Ferguson administration and twenty lines opposing national

prohibition. . . . There is plenty about the liquor

question and national woman suffrage that should not have

been injected, and nothing about the constructive acts that

have made four years of glorious history."' Thomas

continued his attack on the antiprohibitionists by stating

that

These gentlemen who penned the majority report,
though eloquent of tongue, were tonguetied when they
penned this endorsement of Woodrow Wilson. Their hands
trembled with palsy and the pen was dipped in ice water
. . . I favor sending men to St. Louis who won't make a
mistake and instead of going to the convention hall,
hang around a brewery. . . Do you want to see Wilson
defeated and Roosevelt President? If so, pass the
majority report on the liquor question. You'll send a
cold chill through the Texas members of the Cabinet
tonight and cause a war dance of delight in every
brewery.

Governor Ferguson responded to Thomas by saying, "To

say that national prohibition is not a live issue; to say

that national woman's suffrage is not a live issue in my
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humble opinion does violence to every Democrat in Texas

today." Ferguson continued his eruption against Thomas by

stating, "I want to stop you and your crowd from going to

St. Louis and getting behind a telephone pole and

bushwhacking the President with a national prohibition

resolution, when he has said he is a local optionist. This

is the reason, Mr. Cullen Thomas, that we don't want to

embarrass the greatest president the United States has ever

had." Governor Ferguson then proceeded to read the "Shannon

Letter" and, upon finishing, turned to some prohibitionists

sitting near by and shouted, "Now, if you want to put that

in the platform, why, all right; we'll put it in. I dare

you Woodrow Wilson men to stand up and put that in. If you

are not political cowards stand up and say you are opposed

to prohibition from top to bottom like Woodrow Wilson.""'

Further linking the antiprohibitionists' cause to

Woodrow Wilson, Ferguson reflected back to fourteen months

ago when he stood before the people in the Cotton Palace at

Waco and declared for President Wilson and National

preparedness, and in twenty-five other speeches did the

same, to which he commented, "Where were Barton and Love

then? Did you ever hear of one of them making a speech for

the President and National preparedness? No. Far from

that, they have been holding secret conferences with William

Jennings Bryan, who deserted the President on this issue."

Ferguson continued, "So help me Godi as long as the
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Democratic party lives in Texas let it not prostitute those

principles of Democracy which Thomas Jefferson stood for and

Andrew Jackson practiced." Cullen Thomas replied to

Ferguson by shouting to the crowd, "They call on the shades

of Thomas Jefferson. Put their report in the National

platform and Democrats will lose in the coming campaign that

State which gave the Union Andrew Jackson.""

The antiprohibitionist platform was adopted on the

afternoon of the convention's second day by a vote of 425 to

378. It was apparent that Ferguson and Bailey's tactics of

calling for state's rights and linking Woodrow Wilson to

their cause had prevailed, for a number of mild

prohibitionists had been swayed. However, for

prohibitionists, the final event of the convention, the

selection of national committeeman, proved to be the most

biting. Once again, knowing that one of their own number

could not win, antiprohibitionists selected Judge William

Poindexter of Cleburne, an avowed prohibitionist of well-

known strength and service, to run against Thomas B. Love

for national committeeman. Although confessed to be a

prohibitionist, Poindexter was an opponent of the Anti-

Saloon League and a friend of Joseph Weldon Bailey.

Therefore, Poindexter precisely fitted wet needs. After

Ferguson endorsed him, the command went out to the

governor's supporters to rally behind him."
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Because antiprohibitionist leaders had shrewdly

arranged for it, the selection of national committeeman was

the final event of the last day of the convention. The

thought of those opposing Love was that, if they could win

in respect to the platform and in the election of delegates

at large, Love's following would be demoralized and Judge

Poindexter would win in a walk. In other words, they

planned to wear away Love's support by processes of

attrition.68 Although effective, the order of arrangement

for selecting the national committeeman was not the only

factor which proved to be detrimental to prohibitionists.

For instance, there were no speeches given for Love or

Poindexter, and for thirty minutes after dark there were no

lights, causing the convention to work under the gravest

difficulties.6 Moreover, when a poll was taken by

counties, the antiprohibitionists created such disturbances

and confusion that it was difficult for any delegate to be

heard, and under the cover of all the noise, Judge

Poindexter was counted in, with protesting delegates being

unceremoniously handled by the San Antonio police. 7

"Securely in command of the chair and the secretaries, the

Poindexter forces overrode objections, ignored protests,

threw out pro-Love votes and proxies, and announced that

their man had won 419 to 347. "71 The morning following the

convention, an article in the San Antonio Express stated,

"The confusion and racket that attended the convention's
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breakup was a continuation of that which "rough-housed" the

secretary's calling of the roll of counties on the election

of National committeeman. Throughout the calling, the

platform and the pit adjacent contained a turmoil not unlike

the enthusiasm and excitement at ringside in a boxing

match."72

Absolutely tormented by his unjust defeat on Wednesday

afternoon, Love made a statement that night to some of his

faithful, protesting, "I received more votes than Judge

Poindexter in the State convention today, and was elected

National Committeeman. This is easily susceptible of

absolute proof, and it will be proven. . . . It will be

found that my majority was not less than sixty five, and I

am confident that when the proofs are submitted to Judge

Poindexter he, himself, will not claim to have been

elected.""" Moreover, Love wrote to a number of his

friends, affirming his victimization at San Antonio. On May

31, 1916, Love wrote to his son Stafford, "My friends

whipped the opposition at San Antonio and I got a majority

of the votes for National Committeeman, and I am able to

prove that this is true." 74  On June 1, 1916, Love wrote to

the Honorary W. F. McCombs, Chairman of the Democratic

National Committee, stating, "In the Texas State Convention

which elected delegates to St. Louis I received a majority

of the votes for National Committeeman. This can be proven

beyond any possible question."7 "
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Supportive of Love's argument was an article in the May

28, 1916 issue of the Houston Chronicle. The article,

written with the help of Charles R. Kirk, Secretary of the

State Democratic Convention, revealed a number of

inaccuracies during the vote for national committeeman.

Some of the inaccuracies referred to were as follows: There

were two convention secretaries keeping tab of the vote by

counties. One secretary obtained the result as 418 for

Poindexter and 354 for Love. The other secretary obtained

the result of 405 for Poindexter and 382 for Love; Hamilton

County, which was listed as having two convention votes, was

recorded as voting five votes for Poindexter; Hopkins County

with eight votes was not recorded as voting; San Saba, for

which the roll call failed to show any votes, was credited

with three votes for Poindexter; Van Zandt, with six votes,

was not recorded as voting; Cherokee, with six votes, was

not recorded as having voted; Hamilton, with two convention

votes, was credited with giving Poindexter five. The

article further stated that 68 counties totaling a number of

109 convention votes did not vote. 76 Nevertheless, because

they were pressed for time, the national committee decided

not to go behind the returns and accepted Poindexter's

nomination.7

Articles found in the Dallas Morning News and the San

Antonio Express the day after the convention appropriately

summed up the event. The Dallas Morning News stated, "The
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prohibitionists came here with the votes, the antis

outgeneraled them, employing the well-known tactics of

military genius in dividing the forces of the enemy and

whipping them in detail. Not only were military tactics

employed, but also the aid of psychology was invoked. The

antiprohibitionists forced an arrangement of the program so

that the most popular matters came first, and, in

consequence, they had largely discredited the pro leaders

before the more difficult issues came. "78 The San Antonio

Express stated, "It was the same shrewd foresight that

enabled the antis to use a faction of the pros to get what

they wanted in the matter of representation on the list of

delegates at large to the National convention. Had the pros

been solidified and had they used their power it would have

been impossible for a single anti to have obtained a place

upon that delegation." 79

In describing the convention, John C. Granbury, a

professor of sociology and economics at Southwestern

University, who was a delegate to the convention, wrote to

Mrs. James Y. McCallum, a leading figure for the woman's

suffrage movement in Texas, stating,

This was one of the stormiest conventions
that has ever been held in the history of the
State, I suppose. The Prohibitionists were in the
majority but were out-generaled by the Antis....
The Pros had agreed to Judge Wear for temporary
chairman, although they understood that he was
opposed to National Prohibition. This the Antis
at once proclaimed a tactical mistake on the part
of the Pros, and their reason became evident when
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Judge Wear delivered the convention over into the
hands of the Antis.80

In a letter he wrote to Cone Johnson on May 26, 1916,

Charles H. Mills, a prohibitionist delegate from Navarro

County, stated, "Our bunch got run over, solely for the lack

of organization and management."" However, M. M. Crane, a

Dallas attorney, saw another reason for the defeat of the

prohibitionists. In a letter to Cone Johnson on May 27,

1916, Crane proclaimed that state wide prohibition was much

stronger in Texas than nation wide prohibition, which led

him to ask, "Why should we jeopardize our changes to win

that by dividing our people on an issue upon which they are

not so strong, - like nation wide prohibition?" Crane then

stated to Johnson, "We had the majority of the convention,

and yet we lost the delegation and lost everything here by

the unwise injection of an issue that is impossible to

settle now, rather than to win on one that we could have won

on. "82

Regardless of the main reason for the defeat of the

prohibitionists, one thing was certain. The events of the

San Antonio convention left prohibitionists, as well as

other progressives, demoralized and confused. Moreover, the

words of Governor Ferguson following the convention left

Texas,' reformers angry. Ferguson stated, "The country is

saved; the democracy still lives. "83
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CHAPTER IV

THE WAR WITHIN: JAMES E. FERGUSON

AND THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS

While the European War was having negative

repercussions upon the progressive movement in Texas,

another conflict was stirring that would eventually prove to

be a reprieve for progressives and prohibitionists, who were

despondent following the San Antonio convention. In the

Spring of 1915, University of Texas President William J.

Battle brought before the legislature a university

appropriation bill prepared by former school president

Sidney E. Mezes. Much to the dissatisfaction of Governor

James E. Ferguson, who had inserted in the 1914 El Paso

platform a plank demanding that all state appropriations be

itemized, Battle's budget included a salary for a university

professor who had not been hired, and the money was going to

be used for other purposes.' Discovering the discrepancy

after the Legislature had already passed the bill, Governor

Ferguson responded irately to Dr. Battle saying, "Dr.

Battle, let me understand you; do you mean to tell me that

you have come down to this Legislature and told the

Appropriation Committee that you wanted a professor of

sociology in the State University and you wanted to pay him

72
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$3250 a year knowing that you did not have such a man, that

you never did have such a man and that you intended to

divert the money to some other use which you did not

disclose to the Appropriation Committee of the Legislature?"

Ferguson then argued, "If the section boss from Ireland down

here on the I.& G.N. Railroad had given out doing such a

thing he would be promptly discharged for carrying such a

thing on the payroll and he would be promptly discharged for

padding the payroll. "2 Ferguson later accused the

president of "carrying dead men on the payroll." 3

Although Governor Ferguson ultimately signed the school

appropriation bill on June 11, 1915, he directed a letter to

Fred Cook, Chairman of the Board of Regents of the

University, vigorously attacking other areas of misuse found

in the bill. Regarding the School of Journalism, Ferguson

stated, "I doubt very much the expediency of the expenditure

by your institution in maintaining the Department of the

School of Journalism. My personal view is that it is a

waste of money." 4 Referring to the head of the school,

Ferguson stated, "Mr. Mayes, the editor of the paper in

Brownwood, that skinned me from one end of the State to the

other--he is drawing the State's pay to skin my back from

one end of the State to the other."5  Attacking the budgets

listed for Secretary and Assistant Secretary of the school,

Ferguson asserted that a salary of $2700 a year for School

Secretary was wrong in principle for someone whose duties
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were confined to visiting the alumni, and that the item of

$2000 appearing in the budget as compensation for an

Assistant Secretary was going to be used for other purposes

because there was no intention of hiring such a man.'

Governor Ferguson's extreme reaction to the

discrepancies found in the university appropriation bill was

triggered by a number of factors, including his own

experience as a rural pupil.' Growing up on a Bell County

farm, Ferguson attended a log schoolhouse, where the sixth

grade of grammar school marked the peak of his scholastic

attainment. 8 Although Ferguson attended Salado College in

Bell County, he was expelled during his fourth year.

Choosing not to return, Ferguson instead gave in to the

pioneer urge that was calling him West where he worked at a

number of odd jobs.' Being a self-made man who had not

experienced the benefits or damages of higher education,

Ferguson naturally entertained some doubts as to its

ultimate importance. "Besides there were certain general

impressions that were circulating through the back country,

the so-called intellectual hinterland of the Empire, that

the state university was creating and perpetuating an

indefensible aristocratic class. "1i

Another factor in Governor Ferguson's sharp reaction

against the 1915 University appropriation bill was his

understanding of the deficiencies found in the Texas

Educational System." At the turn of the century, rural
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districts spent $4.97 per child for schooling, and an

average of $8.35 per urban child; the value of school

property in the towns was $5,046,461, and in the country,

$2,648,180; the town teachers received an average salary of

$458.50, and the rural teachers, $226.82.12 It was also

estimated that Texas expended only 19.2 cents on each $100

of its total wealth for school expenditures.13

Furthermore, at the turn of the century, Texas ranked

thirty-eighth among all states in education, lagging behind

the national average in teacher salaries, length of the

school year, percentage of school-age children in school,

and annual amounts spent per pupil. Although Texas

possessed a large permanent school fund, nearly 15 percent

of its population over ten years of age was illiterate.

"Flattered by the boasts of office-seeking politicians that

Texas had the largest school fund of all the states in the

world and that her schools were inferior to none, the people

were living in complacent ignorance of the deplorable

backwardness of the state school system.""

Because of his own experience as a rural pupil and his

understanding of the backwardness of the state's school

system, James E. Ferguson took office in January 1915 with

"well-developed ideas" about the proper relationship between

state government and education.'5 The 1914 El Paso

platform, written under his direction, contained a number of

planks calling for the improvement of education in Texas,
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which meant, for Governor Ferguson, the improvement of the

rural schools. Plank eleven of the platform demanded the

immediate improvement of the country schools so that the

"boys and girls in the country may have advantages equal to

those enjoyed by the children in the cities and towns.""'

Addressing a Labor Day audience in San Antonio, Ferguson

said, "We spend too much time on higher education and not

enough on common education and the education of the masses.

The figures show that the per capita cost of every student

in the University of Texas is $350, while the per capita

cost of every student in the common school is but $7. ""

Furthermore, on January 20, 1915, speaking to the thirty-

fourth legislature, Governor Ferguson told them, "When we

consider the seventy thousand children in Texas who never

get a chance to go to school and against this put the fact

that the Texas Legislature is today being asked to

appropriate over $325.00 per student for the benefit of

those fortunate enough and able to go to the Agricultural

and Mechanical College and the University, you can begin to

see that there is a real danger of somebody going hog wild

about higher education.""" In short, upon taking office,

Governor Ferguson was determined to see that the rural

school systems received the same attention as higher

education.

Following his inauguration, however, Governor

Ferguson's concern for the state's education quickly turned
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to suspicion."9 Shortly after his inaugural, Ferguson

selected a Presbyterian minister without library training as

state librarian. However, University of Texas professor

Eugene C. Barker, a member of the Texas State Library and

Historical Commission, opposed Ferguson's selection on

professional grounds. 2 0 Barker revealed his disapproval of

Ferguson's selection by writing the minister a letter which

intimidatingly described the demands of the job. 2'

Offended by Barker's action, Ferguson wrote him on February

20, 1915, stating, "I regard your letter to him an insult to

him and me both. " 22 Moreover, Governor Ferguson considered

Barker's letter to the minister an intrusion into the

political prerogatives of the state executive.

The governor's suspicion toward the university was

further nurtured by a land endowment controversy between the

University of Texas and Texas A&M, which surfaced in

January, 1915. When the University of Texas was founded in

1833, over two million acres of land, largely in West Texas,

were granted to it by the legislature as an endowment.2
1

The proceeds from the sale of the land, which went into a

permanent fund, were to benefit the University of Texas as

well as A&M. However, in the thirty years after 1833 the

University of Texas took most of the income for itself,

leaving friends of A&M to urge that the two institutions be

separated and that A&M obtain an equal share of the land

grant .2 4 "Seven years older than its brother institution,
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A&M resented being a 'branch' of the University of Texas,

especially when this condition brought financial

disadvantage."

In 1913, a constitutional amendment to accomplish

separation was proposed but failed, resulting in

representatives of the two schools producing a plan for a

single board of regents. Ferguson endorsed the plan in

early January 1915, only to see it rejected by the

legislature, who once again submitted an amendment

separating the University and A&M. 25 More significantly,

however, in the maneuvering among the lawmakers over the

necessary constitutional amendment, Will Hogg, a university

regent, appeared to undercut Governor Ferguson's position

when he failed to promote the single board plan in a speech

to the legislative committee. Therefore, when the

legislature turned down the single board idea, the governor

once again believed that the University of Texas was

countering his own educational objectives. 26

When Austin's social elite, which the University of

Texas community dominated, denied the new governor and his

family rapid inclusion into their social activities during

the Spring of 1915, Governor Ferguson's suspicions toward

the university increased.27 Moreover, when his wife,

Miriam Amanda, and daughters were not treated with respect

the governor thought appropriate, Ferguson's anger was

further aroused.2" Therefore, by the time the governor
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discovered the discrepancies in the 1915 university

appropriation bill, not only had his own ideas toward higher

education been instilled, but embers of suspicion toward the

university were glowing within him as well. The results

were not only his fervent attack against the university, but

also war with the institution so prolonged and bitter as to

shake the foundations of Texas politics.

In August, 1915, the governor became even more

embittered toward the university. When the state

comptroller, an ally of Ferguson, set up the accounts for

the university, he ruled that each item in the budget must

have its own account. However, President Battle, who

considered the state comptroller's ruling as inflexible and

unworkable, wrote the attorney general for permission to

treat the university appropriation as a lump sum. This

would allow the regents and administration to make changes

as they believed necessary.2 9  Battle's request prompted

Governor Ferguson to believe that the president had misled

him in their previous budgetary discussions. Accordingly

the Governor wrote to each member of the Board of Regents on

August 18, 1915, stating, "I submit in all candor that this

is sharp practice in a most culpable degree, and is wholly

unbecoming of the rank and station of a president of the

University of the great State of Texas." The letter went on

to note that the Democratic Platform passed at El Paso

provided for an itemized statement of expenditures of all
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institutions. Ferguson went on to attack Battle stating, "I

submit that no president of any university in Texas ought

ever to put himself above the Democratic Party of Texas,"

and concluded, "I do not hesitate to say that he is unworthy

of the position which he holds." 3 *

Responding to the governor's charges, Battle wrote

Ferguson on September 4, 1915, emphatically stating, "Who

steals my purse steals trash, but he that filches from me my

good name robs me of that which not enriches him but makes

me poor indeed.""" A week later, on September 11, 1915,

the embattled president wrote to the Board of Regents

stating that Governor Ferguson's charges were of a "very

grave character." "Without giving me any opportunity of

explanation whatever, or even an intimation of what he has

in mind," Battle continued, "he condemns me unheard, his

letter is published, and I am held up to the scorn of the

people of Texas." Battle went on to declare his entire

innocence of every one of the charges made against him,

saying that he had no desire whatever to deceive the

Governor or circumvent the Comptroller; that his sole

purpose in applying to the Attorney General for a ruling

concerning the manner in which the university accounts

should be kept by the Comptroller, was in the direction of

simplicity and efficiency of administration; that he

understood the appropriation bill to grant expressly the

right to make changes and substitutions in the expenditures
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for the university; and that he wished the accounts to be so

opened as to provide for that plain provision of the

bill." Furthermore, for those who had known Dr. Battle

many years, there was no question of his integrity, and they

believed that, in this particular, Governor Ferguson was

certainly mistaken."

Although the Board of Regents worked out a compromise

with the comptroller that settled the itemization

controversy, the affairs of the University fell more and

more under the "sinister shadow" of Texas politics as the

days passed.3 On October 26, 1915, President Battle,

knowing that the University could not develop satisfactorily

unless its management had the cooperation of the State

administration, wrote to F. W. Cook, Chairman of the Board

of Regents, attesting that he had striven only to carry out

what he believed to be the instructions of the Board, but in

doing so had incurred the positive ill-will of Governor

Ferguson. "I must, therefore, ask the Board not to consider

my name for the permanent presidency," Battle concluded,

"because I am convinced that it would not be for the

University's interests for me to serve.1"35  Battle

continued as acting president of the university until April,

1916, when Robert Ernest Vinson, president of Austin

Theological Seminary, was elected president by an almost

unanimous vote of the Board of Regents. Following Vinson's

selection, Will C. Hogg wrote to his attorney friend R. L.
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Batts that Vinson combined a "clear intellect, good

scholarship, sublime spirituality, with a keen sense of

order and appreciation of businesslike procedure." 36

However, the recommendation and ensuing election of Dr.

Vinson by the University Regents were done without

conference with Governor Ferguson, with members of the

faculty of the University of Texas, or with any other public

officials."3 Therefore, when Vinson's appointment was

announced, Governor Ferguson became "red hot" and "sore,"

feeling once again that the regents had frustrated him.31

In June, some days before his actual induction into

office, Dr. Vinson, accompanied by Regent George W.

Littlefield, had a conference with Governor Ferguson in his

office at the capital. During the conference, according to

Dr. Vinson, Governor Ferguson informed him that certain

members of the faculty in his judgment should not be

continued at the university." "According to my

recollection of the conversation referred to," Vinson wrote,

"the names of the following members of the faculty were

mentioned by Governor Ferguson, viz.: Messrs. W. J. Battle,

C. S. Potts, J. A. Lomax, W. T. Mather, A. Caswell Ellis,

and R. E. Cofer; but the grounds upon which his objections

were based were not given." 40 When subsequently asked for

the reasons behind his assault on Battle and the faculty,

Ferguson declared to a member of the Board of Regents, "I am

Governor of Texas; I don't have to give reasons." 41
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Moreover, when Dr. Vinson replied that he could not promise

the faculty members' removal, but indicated that he would be

glad to take up any charges made against any member of the

faculty, the governor responded, "If these men are not

dismissed, there will be one of the biggest bear fights ever

pulled off in Texas.""

On September 5, 1916, Dr. Vinson, who had been serving

as president for two months, wrote to Governor Ferguson,

reminding him that the next meeting of the Board of Regents

of the University of Texas would be held on October 24, and

asked that the governor have the evidence against those men

in his possession by that meeting so that he could deal with

the governor's charges.4 On September 9, 1916, Governor

Ferguson wrote back defensively to the president stating, "I

think for the future it will be better for us to remain in

our respective jurisdictions, and no good purpose can be

subserved by any further relation between us."" Then on

September 11, 1916, Governor Ferguson, needing to secure the

loyalty of regent members because of his position, wrote

regent Rabbi M. Faber of Tyler, Texas, that certain members

of the Board of Regents were conspiring with certain members

of the faculty. "Unless I may be assured of your full and

complete cooperation," Ferguson stated, "I will much

appreciate your sending to me at once your resignation as a

member of the Board of Regents under my appointment."

Ferguson continued, "the time has come when I must know who
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is for me and who is against me. "4 However, Faber

answered Ferguson on September 20, 1916, that he did not

know that he was expected to be a "mere marionette to move

and act as and when the Chief Executive pushes the button or

pulls the string" and declined to concede to Ferguson's

wishe S."4

Disgruntled by Governor Ferguson's demands of Faber,

President Vinson became eager to confront the governor

before the scheduled October 24 meeting, and therefore

requested the regents for a special meeting to explore the

gubernatorial allegations.47 Convening on October 10 and

11 in Austin, with eight of the nine members present,

President Vinson and the regents listened to Governor

Ferguson give a long statement of charges against certain

members of the faculty. The governor accused Battle of

deceiving him on the appropriation bill, accused other

faculty members of padding expense accounts and forcing

students to buy books written by professors at exorbitant

prices, and criticized the political activities of

Professors Cofer and Mayes. Ferguson accused Professor

Mayes, the head of the School of Journalism, of skinning him

from "hell to breakfast," and that he had been given the

state's money for that performance.4
1 Regarding Professor

Cofer, a law professor, the governor branded him for

presiding at the Travis county political convention which

sent an anti-Ferguson delegation to the state convention."
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According to Ferguson, this put the university in politics.

However, much to the chagrin of Governor Ferguson, when the

charges were investigated by the Regents over the next two

days, the members of the faculty against whom accusations

had been made were all exonerated.5

After being refuted by the Board of Regents' report on

the faculty members, Governor Ferguson was then insulted on

November 8, when an article entitled "General Pender

Candidate," appeared on the front page of the university

newspaper, the Daily Texan. The article reported that

Pender, a negro postal worker, had received "several votes

for Governor from the Fourth Ward in Austin" when "several

citizens of the University community took the trouble to

scratch out the name of the gubernatorial candidate and

write in that of the negro trusty." Infuriated by the

article, Governor Ferguson replied, "any publication

permitted at any institution, under the supervision of the

faculty, which states that they would rather have a 'nigger'

for Governor of the State rather than the one which the

white democrats of the State have put in office, is the most

disloyal organization to that extent that could exist. "5

On November 21 Governor Ferguson's design to purge the

university moved ahead somewhat as Rabbi Faber announced his

resignation from the Board of Regents. Faber, who was

feeling the heat from Governor Ferguson, simply explained

"as it is distasteful to any one to serve where he is
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persona non grata, I tendered my resignation. "52 Not

surprisingly, the Governor revealed his intention to control

the university by replacing Faber with W. R. Brents, a

banker from Sherman, Texas, who was a political cohort and

friend.

Governor Ferguson's reelection in November, 1916,

guaranteed that the battle for control of the University

would continue with increased intensity.53 In his January

10 message to the legislature, Governor Ferguson denied

being opposed to higher education as long as it remained

democratic and did not seek any more rights than are

guaranteed to the average citizen. He went on, "But when

higher education becomes either autocratic or aristocratic

in its ways or customs and begins to arrogate to itself an

unwarranted superiority over the great masses of the people

who make higher education possible, and wants to rule with a

college diploma alone, then I am against higher education

and I consider it 'book learnin' gone to seed."

Furthermore, the governor spoke out in favor of liberal

appropriations for the support of the universities and

colleges, but for every dollar appropriated for such

purposes "there should be at least three dollars set aside

for the aid of the high schools in the towns and graded

schools in the country." 54  In as much as January 10 was

also the expiration date of the terms of three regents, the
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Governor would now be able to name and control a majority of

the board.55

On January 26, 1917, ten days following his

inauguration for a second term, Governor Ferguson sent for

Senate confirmation as Regents of the University the names

of W. P. Allen of Austin, J. W. Butler of Clifton, and Dr.

D. H. Lawrence of El Paso.56  Knowing that these men were

widely regarded as allies of Ferguson, friends of the

university called for a legislative investigation of the

appointees to show that they had made pledges of loyalty to

Ferguson as the price of their selection. 57 Consequently,

a number of resolutions were introduced into both Houses of

the Legislature calling for an investigation of the

Governor. On February 14, Senator W. A. Johnson of Hall

County introduced a resolution which not only called for an

investigation of the Governor, but also charged that

Ferguson had borrowed from the Temple State Bank in excess

of that permitted by the State Banking Laws --$140,000, and

that he had deposited state monies in the same bank at no

interest to the state. 58  Visiting the Senate that day,

Governor Ferguson replied to the charges made by Senator

Johnson, saying, "If they are true, and I invite the closest

investigation, then I ought not to be Governor. And if they

are not true, then the man who made these charges ought to

resign from this Senate and acknowledge before God and man

that he is unworthy of being an American citizen, let alone
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to be a member of this great body." Addressing the charge

of borrowing in excess from the Temple State Bank, Ferguson

replied, "That is true. Are you going to hang every man

that borrows money? If so, I am afraid there would not be

many Senators here." The Senate tabled Johnson's resolution

by a vote of 19 to 12 because only the House could originate

impeachment proceedings."

On February 17, 1917, Regent Hogg wrote to A. Caswell

Ellis, a university education professor, stating that there

was no doubt in his mind that the Governor was disposed to

lie "without compunction of conscience and solely from

political expediency," but that they could not expect to

achieve much at the time because "the Governor controls a

majority of the legislature."6 " Two days later, however,

Representative M. M. O'Banion offered a resolution in the

House calling for an investigation of charges against the

governor which brought renewed vigor to those opposed to

Ferguson. O'Banion increased the significance of Senator

Johnson's charges when he read part of a letter from the

president of the Temple State Bank describing Ferguson's

large overdrafts, his reluctance to pay, and his maneuvers

against the bank's officers.." After O'Banion's charges

were read, the governor took to the floor of the House

attesting that he was "born poor," and that there was now an

alleged serious charge that he borrowed $150,000 from the

Temple State Bank, to which he sarcastically replied, "I
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will admit that, but you ought to be proud of a Governor who

can borrow that much." Responding to the charges of

appointing political cohorts as university regents, Ferguson

replied, "That University crowd is all wrong. It's my right

to appoint the men I see fit, and no faculty, no Ex-

Students' Association or any other committee is going to

hamper this privilege as long as I am the chief executive."

O'Banion's resolution was tabled by a vote of 104 to 31."

On February 20, Senator George W. Dayton of Valley View

offered a resolution indicating that the Senate acknowledged

the October 1916 report of the regents as the final

settlement of the charges Ferguson leveled. The resolution

acknowledged that the investigation disclosed some "careless

practices not amounting to moral turpitude," and that since

"there was as little in its management subject to criticism

as was found," the issue ought to be regarded by each

Senator as "res adjudicata."" Although reporters

predicted that the Dayton resolution would form the basis

for a compromise and that no investigation of the university

or the governor would occur, Representative H. P. Davis of

Canton, Texas, contradicted them when he introduced his

resolution to inquire into Ferguson's affairs on March 3.

Upon presenting his charges to the House members, Davis

stressed to them that "the honor of Texas, the perpetuity of

her institutions and the supremacy of her Constitution" were
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to be "prized far more highly than the welfare and honor of

any man."

After Representative Davis presented his charges,

Governor Ferguson, now a regular listener to legislative

proceedings, brought the House to its feet when he referred

to Senator Johnson, whose resolution truly aroused suspicion

of the Governor, as "this nigger-loving fellow from the

North," and then turned to the senator and shouted, "you

look like a nigger and you are a nigger!" The outraged

governor then told the House members, "I call on you my

friends that this is a fight of the State University on a

Governor of Texas because he is not a college graduate and

refused to bow to their will."" In spite of the

Governor's argument, the House by this time had abandoned

its earlier opposition to an investigation, and with

sentiment to examine Ferguson's conduct "growing at a rapid

rate," the Davis Resolution was adopted by a vote to 86 to

41, with a committee of seven appointed to conduct the

investigation and report its findings to the House.

The Committee of seven quickly began hearings, with

former attorney general and reformer M. M. Crane of Dallas

as general counsel. After having looked into Ferguson's

relations with the Temple State Bank and his household

accounts, the committee reported to the House on March 15,

1917, that Governor Ferguson was not only excessively

indebted to the Temple State Bank, but that he also misused
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public monies by purchasing groceries and other items.65

Moreover, the committee found the facts to sustain

Representative Davis's charges on practically all counts.

For instance, the committee discovered that Ferguson had

used the state's money to purchase groceries, gasoline,

corn, beans, oats and hay, as well as other items of

personal use, amounting to $2,403.55 from the state's

treasury." Consequently, the charges against Ferguson

began to receive much publicity, as indicated by the

following song:

UKELELE JIM

(Sung to the tune of "Casey Jones")

There is a long red-neck called "Ukelele Jim,"
And say what you will, there's something strong in him.
He helps himself to what he wants, to everything, I

think,
To auto tires and gasoline, to violins and ink;
To bird seed and belt hooks, to needles and lace,
To fiddle strings and cookbooks, and lemons by the

case.
Oh! he entertains his friends, and he needs no defense,
He eats what he chooses at the State's expense.

CHORUS

Ukelele Jim! automobile casings;
Ukelele Jim! at the State's expense;
Ukelele Jim! automobile casings
Automobile casings at the State's expense.

Said Ukelele Jim to his friend, Charlie Mac,
"We'll take a little journey, if we never get back;
We'll take a squint at Broadway, and we'll see a few

shows--
All governors do it, as everybody knows."
So they packed up their satchels, and they fixed 'em a

lunch,
Composed of chicken salad and a bottle of punch;
And they took a little journey, now they have no
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defense,
For they took a squint at Broadway at the State's

expense.

Ukelele Jim! a little chicken salad!
Ukelele Jim! at the state's expense;
Ukelele Jimi they took a little journey,
And took a squint at Broadway at the State's

expense."

Nevertheless, after Ferguson promised to repay the amounts

spent on food and disclosed arrangements to reduce his

obligations to Temple State Bank, the investigating

committee concluded that while "such conduct was unjustified

and wholly unwarranted, deserving the severest criticism and

condemnation," it did not merit "the severe pains and

penalty of impeachment." Therefore, on March 17, Senator

Dayton's resolution was adopted, which confirmed the

Governor's appointments to the Board of Regents, and the

issue was thought to be closed."

In April, 1917, the issue between Governor Ferguson and

the university took a backseat to America's entry into World

War I, which dominated the newspaper headlines.6 ' However,

as the issue between the governor and the university seemed

outwardly to be cooling, a new flame was being kindled

underneath. Needing more than $150,000 to pay notes to the

Temple State Bank, Governor Ferguson approached R. L.

Autrey, owner of the Houston Ice and Brewing Company, and

Otto Wahrmund, owner of the San Antonio Brewing Association

for a loan. Reminding the two leaders of the beer lobby

that he had protected their interests, Ferguson hinted
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broadly that the money should be forthcoming. Therefore, in

mid-April, after extracting a promise from the governor

"that you will not let us be known in the transaction,"

Autrey and Wahrmund assessed the Texas breweries and paid

Ferguson $156,500.70 For the governor, this transaction

would prove to be fatal.

During the first part of May, the Ferguson-University

controversy faded further from public concern as America's

involvement in World War I increased. However, on May 27, a

"thunderbolt fell from a clear sky" when the morning press

announced that the governor had called a conference of the

Board of Regents to meet in his office the following day to

consider matters of "grave importance" to the University.7

The papers declared that the governor would demand that

President R. E. Vinson and Professors J. A. Lomax, R. E.

Cofer, W. M. Mayes, and A. C. Ellis, (all of whom except

President Vinson had been tried and acquitted by the Regents

in October), be dismissed from the university at once. In

addition, the papers stated that the Governor would demand

that all existing fraternities be abolished and that the

establishment of other fraternities be prohibited.

Moreover, if the Regents refused to obey his commands, the

papers intimated, the governor would veto the entire

upcoming University appropriation.7 For reasons that he

never revealed, Governor Ferguson decided to reopen the

whole matter and press again to control the university.7 1
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Learning of the governor's summons to the regents in

their Sunday morning papers, students of the university

responded with vengeance. At 10:00 a.m. on Monday morning,

May 28, an hour before the regents gathered at the capitol,

approximately 2,000 students assembled on campus to march in

protest of the governor's demands. 74 Arriving in uniform

from officers training camp at Leon Springs, George Peddy,

the president-elect of the student association, rallied his

fellow students shouting, "I challenge the right of any man,

whether he be governor or the lowest citizen, to say, 'Fire

this man, or I cut off the appropriation." Peddy urged them

to tell the "folks at home" and the "folks at the forks of

the creek" the truth about the university.75  As the

procession set off for the capitol in marching formation,

the band played while the students sang "The Eyes of Texas

Are Upon You." In addition, the students carried large

banners which read, "Kaiserism A Menace Abroad, Likewise A

Menace At Home," "We Oppose One Man Rule," and "University's

Future Threatened. "76  Interrupting the Governor's meeting

with the regents, during which the Governor assailed Dr.

Vinson and the university, the procession brought the

governor to a window, where the sight of George Peddy in

uniform provoked him to describe the insult as one "which if

offered to (Peddy's) commanding general would have caused

his execution at sunrise. "77 The next day's university

newspaper described the procession as "the most spirited
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mass meeting of history, and the greatest University parade

ever staged.""'

Following the parade Regents J. W. Butler, a banker of

Clifton, and Dr. S. J. Jones resigned from the Board,

refusing to be parties to the Ferguson plan. The Governor

appointed J. M. Mathis of Brenham and Dr. J. P. Tucker of

Galveston as their successors.7 " However, on the afternoon

of May 31, Travis County Attorney J. W. Hornsby was granted

a restraining order by the Twenty-Sixth District Court

enjoining Dr. Tucker from taking his seat on the Board of

Regents on grounds that the Governor had no constitutional

authority to remove a regent without cause established by

trial." Several hours later the same court granted an

injunction to John A. Lomax enjoining Regents McReynolds,

Fly, Kelley, and Mathis from dismissing Lomax, President

Vinson, or other members of the faculty on grounds that

these four Regents had "conspired with the governor to

dismiss certain members of the faculty."8'

On the evening of June 2, 1917, the "big blow" was

delivered as news spread through Austin that Governor

Ferguson had carried out his threat and vetoed the entire

University appropriation, meaning the "total destruction of

the University of Texas.1182 Giving his veto message to the

press on June 3, Ferguson told reporters, "I refuse to be

intimidated or bluffed by any mob," and "We just as well

face the issue and determine whether this State shall let
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autocratic, educated highbrows control its policies, or

whether the people, themselves are going to reap some of the

benefits which the government can bestow. "8 3  Ferguson

postponed the official submission of the veto until June 7,

hoping that his friends could use the interval period to

effect a compromise. However, as friends of the Governor

approached the Ex-Students Association with assurances that

the appropriation would be approved if the Lomax suit were

withdrawn and the offending faculty members resigned, they

met stiff refusal, for the university forces were confident

they would eventually see Ferguson and his henchmen put to

trial." 4 Following the Governor's veto message, Regent

Hogg sent a telegram to Dr. Vinson assuring him that when

the people Governor Ferguson crave to "fully understand him

and have time to compare his personal and official record,

as disclosed by the Legislature's investigation, with that

of the accused members of the University faculty, he will be

impeached by popular vote if not legally.""

On Monday, June 11, the unfolding of events intensified

as the Hornsby and Lomax injunctions came up for trial

before Judge Ireland Graves of the Twenty-sixth District

Court. Following the trial of the case, Governor Ferguson

became dismayed when he learned that eight of the current

Regents had concurred with President Vinson and two ex-

Regents, Dave Harrell and Will C. Hogg, who showed

unmistakably the determination of the Governor to make his
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own will the supreme law of the university."6 Meanwhile,

alumni leaders rallied under the leadership of Will C. Hogg,

now Secretary of the Ex-Students' Association, to hold a

mass meeting in Dallas on June 16 for university supporters

opposed to Governor Ferguson. In his efforts to gain

support for the meeting, Hogg asked, "Shall this Governor or

any other Governor boss the Board of Regents and thereby

boss the University?"8 7 Enthusiastically answering Hogg's

call were prohibitionists and woman suffrage advocates, long

enemies of the governor. "Talk, work, write letters, and

campaign to save the University from liquor domination,"

wrote Nannie Webb Curtis, president of the Women's Christian

Temperance Union. More than a thousand ladies' clubs,

ranging from the Daughters of the Confederacy to the Helping

Hand Council of Texas Farm Women, deluged the state with

anti-Ferguson literature. Although impeachment was voted

against, for fear that Ferguson would brand it a political

maneuver to defeat his senatorial hopes for 1918, the

meeting clearly reflected that Governor Ferguson's attack on

the University had rallied Texas' reformers. "By attacking

the University, Ferguson welded the disparate elements of

reform and uplift into a cohesive force. ""

As his opponents rallied however, Governor Ferguson

responded diligently. Being part of a committee to locate a

site for an agricultural and mechanical college in West

Texas, the governor took his case to the people as he toured
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some prospective sites between June 10 and June 18.

Addressing a crowd in Abilene on June 12, Ferguson charged

that it "took a teacher in the University three years to

learn that wool would not grown on an armadillo's back," and

expressed the fear that the University would next be found

inaugurating a veterinary course.8 9 Speaking to a crowd at

Haskell the next day, Ferguson told them, "Those

appropriations have been vetoed, and that is not all, they

are going to stay vetoed," adding charges of "disloyalty,"

"anarchy," and "high treason" against the student body.

Adding to an earlier charge that the university faculty only

did fourteen hours of work a week, the governor stated, "I

know that they spend the day playing golf and tennis and

shooting pool and billiards at the college Y.M.C.A. and I

have serious doubts about the night work.""'

The governor's verbal rampage continued at Sweetwater

on June 14 as he addressed a crowd of 2,500. Defending his

decision to expel fraternities at the university, Ferguson

once again linked his cause to that of Woodrow Wilson as

Wilson had abolished fraternities while president of

Princeton University. Ferguson asserted, "I am doing just

exactly what President Wilson did, and yet they are

denouncing me because they say I am ignorant and

illiterate." Assailing the university's fraternities, the

governor shouted, "They have got all kinds of them down

there at Austin. There are the Alpha Pi's, the Apple Pies
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and every other kind of Pie you ever heard of." (Laughter

and applause)9' Governor Ferguson continued his attack on

the university when, in Lubbock on June 16, he described the

university faculty and students as "Butterfly chasers," "day

dreamers," "educated fools," and "two bit thieves.""

On July 3, 1917, Judge Ireland Graves handed down his

decision in the Lomax injunction suit filed on May 31. "The

verdict chastised the governor but found no basis for making

the injunction permanent." Moreover, the regents, having

consolidated their position with the governor, met in

Galveston on July 12 and 13, dismissing Professors Lomax,

Ellis, Cofer, Mays, Mather, and Butte, all whom Ferguson was

opposed to. Consequently, an ally wrote to Ferguson on July

13, that "You have won a signal victory."" The decision

in the Lomax case together with the Governor's verbal

assaults left friends of the university feeling "outraged

but impotent." 94  Edgar Witt, a Waco attorney, wrote to

Professor Lomax following his dismissal, stating, "I never

really wanted to murder a man in my life before, but murder

is now in my heart. I wish those students would way lay the

s-b and actually tar and feather him."" Although former

speaker of the House of Representatives Chester Terrell

urged the current speaker F.O. Fuller to call a special

session to consider impeachment following the governor's

veto of the appropriation bill, Fuller told a journalist

that he wanted to be certain "that cause of impeachment
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exists and that popular sentiment favors it before he issues

the call."

On July 16, 1917, friends of the university had reason

to rejoice as the incriminating bit of evidence that House

Speaker Fuller was waiting for finally appeared. When the

five man locating board for West Texas A&M Met in Austin on

June 29 to vote on a site for the new school, the city of

Abilene presumably received the needed three votes on the

second ballot. However, Speaker Fuller, who along with

Governor Ferguson and the commissioner of Education, was

counted as having voted for Abilene, later denied that he

voted for the city on the first as well as the second

ballot." Moreover, when the other two members of the

locating board (Lieutenant Governor William P. Hobby and the

Commissioner of Agriculture), disclosed that they cast their

ballots for other cities, defeated towns claimed that the

election was dishonest.97 Wanting to clear up the

discrepancy, Fuller urged Ferguson to have the locating

board reconvene. However, on July 6, Ferguson, by deceptive

means, secured the board's agreement. to a .statement that the

selection process was "regular, honest and square."

After securing the agreements from the Commissioners of

Agriculture and Education, Ferguson telephoned Hobby in

Houston, telling him that Fuller admitted voting for

Abilene, therefore obtaining Hobby's concurrence to his

statement. After acquiring Hobby's oral agreement, Governor
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Ferguson released a statement from his office that it was

"beyond all human probability that there could have been

error" in selecting the site for the new college.

After Ferguson's statement was released to the public,

the deception quickly became obvious. Hobby and the

agriculture commissioner announced that they would disavow

the statement if a third member of the locating board avowed

that he did not vote for Abilene.9" Responding promptly to

their call, Fuller issued an affidavit, affirming, "The

statement that I voted for Abilene on either the first or

second ballot is an unqualified falsehood, and no one has

any better reason to know it than Governor Ferguson.""

Hobby, who gave his affidavit a bit later, stated, "Governor

Ferguson read this July 6th statement to me over the

telephone and asked me to authorize him to sign my name to

it. In that telephone conversation Governor Ferguson told

me that Mr. Fuller was in Austin, had signed the statement,

and that he, (Ferguson) knew that Fuller had voted for

Abilene on the second ballot, and he, (Ferguson) thought the

best thing to do was for us all to sign that statement and

let the matter be dropped."100

On July 16, in a subsequent conversation with Fuller in

his office, Governor Ferguson, wanting to settle the

controversy, suggested to Fuller that the matter be dropped

and that he give out a statement that everything was all

right. However, as the governor had deceived Hobby over the
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phone earlier, he proceeded this time to deceive Fuller by

telling the Speaker that Hobby had agreed to drop the matter

when he saw him the day before, therefore acquiring Fuller's

signature to the statement.' More significantly however,

knowing that Fuller had aspirations for higher office,

Ferguson told the Speaker, "I can elect you to Congress,,"

assuring Fuller that he could get him Galveston, Liberty,

and Houston counties. The governor then proceeded to show

the Speaker that he also had plenty of money. After telling

Fuller "those s-b's last winter thought I was broke when

they were investigating me," the governor proceeded to write

the speaker a check for $400 and give him five $20

bills.'0 2 Fuller, who thought of most politicians as

grafters, accepted, realizing that he had just been

presented a tool for manipulation.

One week later, on Monday evening, July 23, Speaker F.

0. Fuller issued from Houston a call to the House of

Representatives to meet at the Capitol on August 1 to

consider impeachment charges against Governor Ferguson.

Among the thirteen charges Fuller listed against Ferguson:

that the governor had offered him $500 as a bribe to say he

supported Abilene for the site of West Texas A&M, therefore

suggesting general fraud.' 0 3 In addition, Fuller also

charged the governor with refusal to reconvene the locating

board of the West Texas A&M. The remainder of the thirteen

charges made against Ferguson by Fuller fell under two
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categories: 1) the governor's violation of the Constitution

and the statutes in his dealings with the University; 2) the

governor's failure to fulfill his promise made under oath to

the House's investigating committee in March to repay the

public funds illegally spent for the use of himself and his

family.10 4  Four days later the Travis County grand jury

presented nine bills against the governor and four of his

appointees; seven for misapplication, one for embezzlement,

and one for diversion of public funds.'0 5 On August 1,

118 House members responded to Fuller's call, voting to take

up the business of impeachment.106

The House investigation went as expected until August

13, when the West Texas A&M controversy was explored. On

that day, Speaker Fuller proved to be a poor witness as his

memory failed him on crucial points. "Mr. Fuller was not

clear on a great many points," stated the Austin American.

"He used the expression 'my best recollection,' or 'I might

be in error as to that' a number of times on both direct and

cross-examination ."107 Moreover, Fuller's shaky testimony

left opponents of Ferguson downcast. "Up to yesterday, it

looked as if impeachment would be practically certain.

Fuller's testimony was, however, so weak from every point of

view that we have apparently lost a good deal," wrote a

University professor.108 However, on August 17, the

decimation of James E. Ferguson became inevitable.

Resisting the advice of his attorneys and taking the stand
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in his own defense, the Governor was cross examined by M. M.

Crane, who, in inquiring about the $156,500 that the

Governor had borrowed in April from R. L. Autrey and Otto

Wahrmund of the beer lobby, strikingly asked Ferguson, "Who

were the people from whom you obtained these funds?"'9

After replying that his friends wanted him to keep their

name a secret, the Governor added:

if the price of the Governor's office [must be that I
must break my word and disclose my friends' names in a
private business transaction with which the public has
got no concern and submit myself again to the dangers
of bankruptcy and having that loan called on me, which
matures before a great while, then I must suffer and I
cannot pay the price, and for that reason, with all due
respect to this Committee and everybody else, I cannot
disclose the names of the parties from whom I borrowed
that money.""

On August 24, 1917, after an investigation that

extended over four weeks, the House of Representatives voted

twenty-one articles of impeachment against the Governor.

Fourteen articles dealt with the Governor's finances, five

concerned the university fight, two grew out of dispute

among the governor, the courts, and the legislature, and one

charged the governor with contempt of the House in not

answering inquiries about the $156,500."1 On receipt of

these charges, the Senate resolved to convene as a court of

impeachment on August 29 to hear the evidence and give

judgment. Once again, when questioned about the $156,500,

the embattled governor refused to bend, telling Prosecutor

Crane, "I will not break my word.1"" 2 Moreover, Ferguson
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rejected a compromise proposal that he resign if the charges

were dropped, and overrode the advice of his lawyer when he

insisted on making a final speech in his own defense.

Outraged by the Governor's stubborn unwillingness to comply,

Ferguson's attorney told friends "that he didn't mind

defending a thief but he did hate to defend a d

fool. "11

The trial in the Senate continued until September 22,

when ten of the charges made by the House were sustained.

Seven of the ten articles involved the Governor's financial

operations, including the $156,500 loan, and three related

to his relations with the Board of Regents. However, on

September 24, in a crafty political maneuver attempting to

escape the Senate's decision, James E. Ferguson resigned, as

William P. Hobby became acting governor.114 Nevertheless,

the Senate reconvened on September 25 to consider the

committee report. The majority report recommended removal

from office and disqualification from holding any future

"office of honor, trust or profit under the state of Texas,"

but the minority report sought to punish simply by removal

from office."' After rejecting the minority report, the

Senate adopted the majority report by a vote of 25 to 3,

removing James E. Ferguson from office.' In a typical

Fergusonian response, the defeated Governor stated, "The

Governor of Texas did not have the same chance of securing

an impartial jury as is given to a 'nigger' crap shoooter or
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a 'nigger' bootlegger," and then promised to campaign for

governor in 1918."

For the reform movement in Texas, Governor Ferguson's

decision to wage war on the University of Texas could not

have come at a better time. After Ferguson prevailed in the

1914 election, was chosen to lead the state's delegation to

the 1916 Democratic National Convention, and was elected for

a second term as governor, the hope for reform in Texas

seemed to be steadily dwindling. However, as World War I

was spawning issues which only proved to stifle the

progressive movement in Texas, the "War Within" kept it from

dying by rallying reform groups across the state. In other

words Texas reformers were granted a huge reprieve by James

E. Ferguson's attempt to politicize the University of Texas.

Moreover, for progressives and prohibitionists, the

governorship of James E. Ferguson could not have come to a

more fitting end.
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CHAPTER V

'WARTIME' TEXAS AND THE ELECTION OF 1918

The war between James E. Ferguson and the University of

Texas revived the progressive movement in Texas and the

European War would eventually allow it to triumph. For

along with America's entry into World War I came 'wartime'

Texas. After Congress passed the Selective Service Act in

May, 1917, Texas became the training grounds for several

hundred thousand troops. More than thirty army training

camps were located in Texas.1 The largest of these were

Camp McArthur at Waco, Camp Logan at Houston, Camp Travis at

San Antonio, and Camp Bowie at Fort Worth. An Officer's

training school was founded at Leon Springs, and there were

several training schools for aviators, the largest of which

was Kelly Field at San Antonio. 2 Texans lobbied endlessly

for naval installations, air fields, and training camps as

the war created new sources of revenue for the state.

Senators from neighboring states and the Middle West

complained that "Texas was getting all of the plums."

However, along with the fruits of success came wartime

problems, as the pressures of war proposed a strong test for

the state's social customs. 3

By May, 1917, the expectation of a large military camp

had attracted to San Antonio the worst elements from every

114
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part of the state. No less than a thousand prostitutes were

licensed and permitted to ply their trade both inside and

outside the limits of the city. Moreover, the total number

of prostitutes in the city, including those without

registration cards from the health department, was computed

to be possibly four or five times as great." Describing

the wartime conditions of San Antonio, W. M. Hanson, a

resident of the city, wrote Texas Congressman Jeff McLemore

that

"Dozens of dance halls have sprung up, all over the
city, and are patronized by girls from the Department
Stores, and all kinds of women, and short skirted girls
all for the entertainment of the soldiers and judging
from all accounts they are really giving great
entertainment. Disease is being spread
promiscuously."'

The same proved true for El Paso, Fort Worth, and Houston,

as the influx of soldiers to these areas produced conditions

favorable for prostitution.

Army camps also provided an environment which proved to

be favorable to racial tensions. On the night of August 23,

1917, over one hundred Negro soldiers of the 24th Infantry

stationed at Camp Logan outside Houston seized rifles and

ammunition by force, and marched upon the city." The next

morning, thirteen people were announced dead, of whom only

one was a negro; and nineteen wounded, including five negro

soldiers, as a result of the riot. One of the major factors

linked to the cause of the uprising was the issue of local

prohibition. That the office of the sheriff was both
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cognizant and tolerant of the illegal transportation of

alcoholic liquors to the Negro troops at their quarters

before the riot is suggested by the testimony of a painter

living near the camp, W. E. Quin, in which he reported

seeing Negro women taking bundles containing whiskey to the

troops:

Yes, I went to the sheriff's department and they would
not take my information. I told Mr. Fitzgerald at the
sheriff's office about it. I went to Mr. Green and he
wouldn't take my testimony.6

Because of the deplorable conditions surrounding

training camps, progressives and prohibitionists recognized

that the war had now provided them a wonderful opportunity

to achieve their cherished goals. 7 Consequently, the

protection of soldiers from the temptations of vice and

alcohol became the key note for local prohibitionists'

activities following America's entry into World War I.

Woman suffragists and prohibitionists formed the Texas

Women's Anti-Vice Committee and attempted to create a "White

Zone" around all army camps in the state.8  The Parent-

Teacher Association of Dallas wrote to Congressman McLemore

that "Our boys have been called to the colors, and we

willingly God-speed them to the front, but we wish to shield

them from the insidious influences that follow in the wake

of an army life."9

Texas' reformers also effectively argued that grain

used for brewing alcohol during war was a waste of food. J.
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B. Cranfill, a member of the Texas Anti-Saloon League, wrote

to Congressman McLemore on May 21, 1917, that "It does not

appeal to the average citizen to eat bread made of cotton

seed meal when the government itself is allowing six hundred

millions of bushels of perfectly good wheat and barley to be

thrown into the hopper of the brewers and distillers."'"

Although prohibitionists worked diligently to get local

prohibition legislation passed during the spring and summer

of 1917, the obstacle of James E. Ferguson proved too much

to overcome as the governor vetoed all enabling

resolutions."1 The governor was also determined in doing

his part to see that national prohibition legislation was

not passed. Writing to President Wilson in June 26, 1917,

Ferguson suggested that the passage of prohibition

legislation now before the Senate would "do more to destroy

that unity and loyalty so much needed in this grave hour

that any other internal complications that can arise.""12

The failure of Congress to pass national prohibition

legislation during the spring and summer of 1917 only

complicated matters for local prohibitionists. In the

Selective Service Act of May 18, 1917, Congress required ten

mile dry zones to be established around every military camp

which forbade anyone to sell or give liquor to any member of

the military establishment, even in a private home. In

efforts to help conserve grain, Congress wrote into the

Lever Food and Fuel Control Act of August 10, 1917, an
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amendment, effective from September 10, 1917, until the end

of the war, forbidding the use of foodstuffs in the

production of distilled spirits for beverage purposes, and

authorizing the President to limit, regulate, or prohibit

the use of foodstuffs in the manufacture of wine or beer for

beverage purposes, or to limit their alcoholic content.'3

Although these measures placated local prohibitionists

somewhat, they did not subdue calls for national

prohibition. In spite of congressional sentiment favoring

national prohibition, President Wilson's unwillingness to

give his endorsement hindered speedy action on the passage

of an amendment. Like any good Democrat, President Wilson

was conscious of the need not to offend "too much or too

many," which meant the "simultaneous gift of sops to the

west and sponges to the drys.""'

After James E. Ferguson was removed from office on

September 24, 1917, prohibitionists expected the pace of

reform to quicken, as William P. Hobby became acting

governor. However, because of his conservative roots, Hobby

did not readily accede to prohibitionists' wishes. "An

untested quantity, the boyish Hobby was caught between the

demands of former wet loyalties and the imperatives of the

altered political situation." Confident of obtaining the

votes of moderate wets and drys in the upcoming election,

Hobby thwarted prohibitionists' pleadings to call an early

special session recommending statewide prohibition."5
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Hobby believed that candidates like railroad commissioner

Earle B. Mayfield and Attorney General B. F. Looney would

divide the ballots of the extreme dry faction. "With such a

split up," Hobby asked, "why should I spoil a cinch when I

can accomplish these things I hope to accomplish right after

the primaries?""' In spite of Hobby's intransigence,

public pressure for prohibition legislation mounted during

the last months of the year as the conditions near the

training camps continued to deteriorate."

At a prohibition convention in Fort Worth on November

1, a resolution was adopted requesting Governor Hobby to

call a special session of the Legislature immediately to

enact statutory prohibition "or other measures necessary to

destroy the liquor traffic in Texas." Pat M. Neff of Waco,

who presided over the convention, declared it "the duty of

every patriotic citizen to remove from the gateways of the

army camps the "Infamous saloon." Neff continued stating,

"Every saloon within reach of an army camp is an aid to the

enemy." In his opening address at the meeting, Methodist

Bishop E. D. Mouzon of Dallas proclaimed that not only was

America engaged in a war against Germany and her allies, but

one against the saloon as well. Stressing that the two were

incompatible, the Bishop stated, "For the sake of

Christianity and success in the war, the saloon must be

destroyed."'" During their annual convention on November

22-26 in Dallas, Texas Baptists adopted resolutions for
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statewide prohibition and for extending the dry zone around

army bases from 10 to 25 miles.'9 Although Hobby did not

immediately succumb to the pressure, the pleas of local

prohibitionists were placated somewhat when finally in

December, Congress approved a prohibition amendment and sent

it to the states for ratification.20  The amendment was

passed in the House by a vote of 282 to 128, and the Senate

gave its confirmation by a vote of 65 to 20. More

significantly however, the vote among the state's

representatives revealed clearly that prohibition in Texas

was as much a rural-urban issue as a cultural and

geographical one, as the majority of representatives from

urban districts voted against the amendment, including

James. C. Wilson of Fort Worth.2 1

Although the passage of a national prohibition

amendment provided glimmers of hope for local

prohibitionists, it did not create visions of victory. On

November 15, 1917, approximately one month before the

amendment was passed by Congress, the unrelenting James E.

Ferguson remained true to his word by formally announcing

his candidacy for governor. In his Temple-based weekly

newspaper entitled Ferguson Forum, which began publication

one month after his trial, the impeached governor stressed

that there was no law to keep his name off the ticket in the

democratic primary. After accusing the Legislature of

making a "kangaroo judgment of impeachment," Ferguson asked,
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"Shall the University crowd and a few men controlled only by

personal prejudice have the right to depose a public servant

which the people have elected?" Ferguson continued, "Do not

let these 'character assassins' deceive anybody with the

idea that I cannot take and hold my seat if I get the votes

in the primary. " 2 2  The ex-Governor hoped to construct a

winning coalition from those who disliked the university,

the tenant farmers, and the labor vote in Fort Worth,

Houston, and other cities.2 "

Congressional approval of the national prohibition

amendment, deteriorating conditions near the training camps,

and Ferguson's formal declaration of his candidacy

"intensified prohibitionist apprehensions" as the new year

dawned upon Texas.2 However, subsequent events pushed

Hobby closer toward a special session. 2 s On January 4,

after visiting San Antonio, Major Bascom Johnson, personal

representative of Secretary of War Newton Baker, charged the

city of San Antonio and county officials with dereliction in

the enforcement of the laws against vice and stated that the

city was dangerously near the point of being celebrated as a

city that will not keep its promises or do its duty in the

hour of a crisis. 26 Moreover, on January 10, Secretary

Baker chided San Antonio for being the only army base city

not to clean up.27 Consequently, on February 2, Governor

Hobby announced that he would summon the lawmakers, "at the

earliest date which can be fixed."28
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On February 14, following conferences with the

commander of the troops in San Antonio and prohibitionist

leaders, Hobby declared that a law to bar the sale of liquor

within ten miles of a base would be the major subject of his

call for the special session. 9 If passed, the law would

take out the majority of saloons, making Texas practically

dry. Convening on February 26 with secure prohibition

majorities in both houses, the legislature first took up the

ten-mile measure.30 When the House debated the measure on

March 4, its members found on their desks copies of a

statement from major General John W. Ruckman, commander of

the southern department of the United States Army, stressing

the lack of cooperation by San Antonio officials in making

the city fit for the soldiers and urging immediate action.

In his statement, Ruckman urged Hobby to tell the lawmakers

that "this is no time for opinions or theories." "It is

time for action."3' Ruckman's statement proved effective

as the House passed the ten-mile measure overwhelmingly, 108

to 10. The Senate gave its endorsement three days later, 22

to 1, and the law went into effect on April 15.3 Because

his statement created such a profound impression, Ruckman

was labeled as the "hero of the hour of triumph for the zone

bill in the House of Representatives,. "3

After passing the zone law, the legislature ratified

the national prohibition amendment, passed laws to prevent

prostitution near the army bases, and enacted a measure to
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punish criticism of the government during the war.3 The

"reforming temper" of the special session also carried over

to the problem of election laws. Because of the real threat

of the candidacy of James E. Ferguson, Thomas Love, who was

now the United States assistant Secretary of the Treasury,

and other progressives urged Hobby to endorse an amendment

to the Terrell election law requiring majority nominations

for state offices. 35 Thomas Love wrote to Dallas lawyer T.

N. Jones on February 6, 1918, declaring that if Hobby did

not endorse the amendment, "there will be a serious danger

of a division of our forces which might possibly let

Ferguson in. "36 Although Hobby endorsed the amendment,

while pending in the House and Senate, it met stiff rebuttal

from Ferguson supporters. Therefore, recognizing that the

measure would only give the impeached governor a splendid

campaign issue, lawmakers voted against it.

The most controversial piece of electoral reform taken

up during the special session, and perhaps the most

significant, was woman suffrage. Although female voting in

general elections would require a constitutional amendment,

suffragists realized that the legislature could give them

the ballot in a primary by amending existing law. More

significantly however, since Ferguson had been opposed to

women's voting, suffragists could promise Hobby their

support in the upcoming election.3" Realizing the

importance of President Wilson's support of their cause,
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Elizabeth H. Potter, a leading figure of the Texas Equal

Suffrage Association, wrote him on March 7, stating, "Our

impeached governor, who has followers and money, is in

Austin attempting to control the State through a compact of

the brewery and alien vote." Potter then argued that as the

primary suffrage bill would go into effect at once, "the

white loyal educated Southern women would vote in the July

primaries and offset disloyal and disintegrating forces." 38

Much to Potter's delight, President Wilson answered her,

stating, "I feel it a privilege to express my earnest hope

that the Legislature of Texas may see its way to adopt a

statute which will given women the right to vote in the

primaries." 39 On March 12, the measure passed the House by

a vote of 84 to 34, and a few days later, the Senate adopted

it by a majority of 18 to 4.11

On March 21, the special session reached its climax as

Governor Hobby finally submitted to prohibitionists'

pressures and signed House Bill No. 8, which gave Texas

statewide prohibition.41 "The Legislature, in its famous

Fourth Called Session, had completed a 'win the war' program

unequaled in any other state and had given effect to the

people's will on matters concerning which had previously

been 'throttled'."42 Because of the "reform record" of the

special session, Hobby suddenly became the favorite among

prohibition candidates. Consequently, both Earle Mayfield

and B. F. Looney withdrew their candidacy. The Christian
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Courier stated, "Hobby will be the next Governor of Texas by

the nomination, and overwhelming vote, of the men and women

of the commonwealth."" Progressives and prohibitionists

sensed that they were well on their way to becoming the

dominant faction within Texas' Democratic party. However,

although the results of the special session clearly made

Hobby the favorite among prohibitionists, it did not remove

the ever lingering presence of James E. Ferguson, who, at

the height of his oratorical power and showmanship, had a

cause in which he thoroughly believed, that of self-

vindication. Ferguson believed he had been right in his

controversy with the University of Texas, and that he had

been unjustly removed from office."

On April 6, 1918, at Mt. Pleasant, Ferguson

thunderously opened his third campaign for governor. With

the University issue being foremost in his campaign,

Ferguson accused Hobby of having held secret meetings with

House Speaker F.O. Fuller, Chester Terrell, Will C. Hogg,

and the rest of the university crowd last summer

"conspiring, conniving, and scheming" against the chief

executive. "Get this in your pipe," Ferguson continued,

"Hobby is Fuller's bosom friend. They are siamese twins one

and the same." Ferguson also asked the crowd, "What would

it profit us to dethrone the Kaiser in a foreign land and,

at the same time enthrone the autocracy of the State

University?" Commenting on his opponents' argument that it
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was wrong to pick a man off the sidewalk and make him

governor of the state, Ferguson replied, "That means 97

percent of the people of Texas could never hope to have

their boy to fill the governor's office." Ferguson

continued, "The people be damned; the poor be damned; the

masses be damned. Unless you can be a member of 100 good

politicians, educated at the State University, you cannot be

depended upon to run your government or to have any voice in

its management. ""

Giving Ferguson's campaign a huge boost was news that

the indictments against him in Travis County had collapsed

during November and December of 1917. The trial judge

dismissed most of the charges against Ferguson on technical

grounds, and the district attorney admitted in one instance

that the state had a poor case." In addition, the grand

jury attested they were influenced by the attorney general

and county attorney of Travis County in finding indictments

against the governor. The Ferguson Forum stated that it had

"smoked out the political grand jurymen," and they were

"kneeling at the public confessional and asking absolution

for their sins. "4 7  More significantly however, the outcome

of the trials allowed Ferguson to persuade many voters that

the impeachment was unfair and discussions of whether

Ferguson had been vindicated raged in the press for several

months.
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On April 19, in Waxahachie, Ferguson delivered "one of

the most eloquent and effective speeches of his political

career."4 9  After learning that Governor Hobby's brother,

Edwin, had purchased a large supply of liquor from a

wholesale liquor house in Fort Worth for campaign

headquarters, Ferguson exploited the transaction by telling

the Ellis County crowd of 5,000 that the campaign was

between "a dry anti and a wet pro."" The ex-Governor

accentuated his case by holding up to the crowd copies of

the bills of purchase.5' Ferguson then told his listeners,

"There is one kind of prohibition which James E. Ferguson

approves and in his allegiance to its principles and

devotion to its cause he yields to no man or set of men.

That is prohibiting political lawyers, political preachers

and political teachers from running the state

government. "5 2  Following his Waxahachie address, support

for Ferguson in North Central Texas increased.

Soon after Ferguson's political fortunes were revived

in North Texas, Hobby supporters began to fear that the

impeached governor was making a serious comeback. On May 1,

1918, Walker Woodson wrote to University of Texas professor

Eugene C. Barker that Ferguson's tenant plank, rural school

bill, and attack on the University had not only given a

"strong appeal to the farmers of the State," but to the

"ignorant classes" as well. "As these compose a large

majority of the voters," Woodson reasoned, "it has led me to
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have some doubts about his being defeated."" Frank B.

Guinn, an East Texas Attorney, wrote to Thomas Love on May 7

describing the political situation in Texas as "rather

peculiar." He also noted that he had found men who seemed

to think that Ferguson was "as strong now as he ever was

before." 54 Moreover, Hobby supporters feared that the

untested governor would be no match for Ferguson on the

stump. Edmunds Travis of the Austin American Statesman

wrote to Will Hogg on May 11, stating, "It is yet to be seen

what Hobby can do on the 'stump,' but as you know, he is not

an orator; neither is he a 'roughneck-debater' like his

opponent.""" Like Travis, many others felt there would be

very little left of Hobby once Ferguson got through with

him.

Ferguson's campaign continued to gather support through

the month of May as crowds of over 20,000 listened to the

ex-Governor tour West Texas. 56 Moreover, the Ferguson

Forum continued to effectively counter a good many of the

state's newspapers that were anti-Ferguson. Frank B. Guinn

wrote to Thomas Love on June 1, attesting that Ferguson's

paper had been "scattered widely over the country," and that

"many people have been entirely misled by it, and have

swallowed his nostrums wholesale." 57  Although Ferguson's

opponents labeled his newspaper the "Ferguson For Rum," the

paper gave Ferguson a platform and enabled him to counter

the animosity of most state newspapers toward him."
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Furthermore, on June 10, because his supporters were still

in control of the state executive committee, they voted 26-3

to allow Ferguson's name to appear on the ballot. As a

result, some of the state's newspapers which had earlier

refused, now began to report Ferguson's campaign. 59

While Ferguson's campaign continued to gather momentum,

the Hobby camp sought an issue that would mobilize the anti-

Ferguson vote behind the governor and enable workers to wage

an offensive campaign.'0 Since the source of Ferguson's

$156,500 was still a mystery, Hobby supporters were in luck.

In a letter to Thomas Love on May 8, W. M. Taylor stated, "I

understand that T. N. Jones says he believes that Ferguson

got the $156,500 from the Kaiser, perhaps through the German

alliance." 6' Consequently, the Hobby camp began to argue

that the Kaiser was Ferguson's benefactor, therefore linking

Ferguson with the German-American Alliance. The charge was

substantiated somewhat by a United States Senate

investigation of the German-American Alliance several months

before, during which an official of the organization

admitted that the alliance was "interested" in Ferguson's

gubernatorial race in 1914.62 Ferguson's outspoken

opposition to the Selective Draft Law in Dallas on April 10,

1917, made the charge even more plausible.6
' Although

Hobby's platform called for clean and honest government, the

supreme issue of his campaign became winning the war once

Hobby began linking Ferguson's loan to the German-American
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Alliance. "Every other subject and every other issue, so

far as I am concerned, will be subordinate to that one

thing," emphasized Hobby.

Although Hobby avoided a direct charge about the loan

in his opening speech at McKinney on May 11, he accused

Ferguson of saying in his Mt. Pleasant speech that the

overthrow of the state university was as important as the

overthrow of the Kaiser. Hobby then said, "I ask you who

have given your sons to free the world; I ask you who have

purchased Liberty bonds and thrift stamps; I ask you who

love America, to answer if it is as important to overthrow

the University of Texas, or any other university, as it is

to overthrow the Kaiser?"" However, by the first week of

June, the press was reporting the charge, as editorials

asked, "Jim, Where Did You Get It?"" Moreover, some

papers were moved to poetry:

On the Llano Estacado, where the Palo Duro flows,
Through plains of curly mesquite where the white faced

Hereford grows,
The wind that sweeps from the Neutral Strip
Caressing the wild-flowers that nod and dip,
Murmurs plaintively as it sweeps by them,
"Where, oh, where did you get it Jim?""

As press coverage of the charge ignited the Hobby

campaign, the incumbent began to apply pressure. After

telling a Dallas crowd on July 2 that "I have not made

speeches against the draft law as has the man who claims he

is running against me for Governor," Hobby asked them,

"Don't you think the German-American Alliance knew what it
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was doing when it was interested in the election of Governor

Ferguson in 1914?" After taking up the record of

legislation passed under his administration, Hobby said, "I

want to ask you purchasers of Liberty bonds and thrift

stamps, you contributors to the Red Cross, if you think you

could have got such laws with the German-American Alliance

sitting in the chair?""' Continuing his attack at

Henderson on July 13, Hobby told his audience, "When Germany

threw away all respect for law and order, violated her

solemn obligations, declared her treaties a scrap of paper

and marched into Belgium through seas of human blood she

violated moral and constitutional law, and that is what

James E. Ferguson asks you to do when he asks for your

ballot.""" Consequently, charges of disloyalty began to

mount against Ferguson as he continued to refuse to disclose

the source of the loan.

As Hobby's campaign picked up, the incumbent became

much more adept on the platform than his skeptics had

anticipated. 69  At Cisco on June 20, Hobby commented on

Ferguson's announcement that he was going to tear up Hobby's

tennis court at the Governor's mansion once he was elected

and use the space for a cow lot, stating, "The only cow he

milked when he was there before was the State Treasurer, and

the record shows that he milked it for both milk and

butter." (Laughter and applause). 70  In Dallas, Hobby

responded to Ferguson's charge that the Lord did not do much
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for Hobby, stating that "while I could wish that he had done

a great deal more, he at least gave me the discernment to

know which is my money and which belongs to the State of

Texas." (Laughter and applause) .7' Furthermore, on July

21 at Crockett, Hobby told his crowd that if Ferguson did

not get the $156,500 from the Kaiser he had done an awful

lot of work for him for nothing, and that "Ukelele Jim"

never did things for nothing."7 2

While Hobby was winning support by linking the ex-

Governor to the German-American Alliance, Ferguson continued

to make the University issue the primary focus of his

campaign. Speaking to an Arlington crowd on June 15,

Ferguson made reference to Governor Hobby approving an

appropriation of $1,600,00 for the University, stating,

"With an enrollment of about 1,800, this means $555 for each

student who will hit the ground running for the Legislature

as soon as he gets his diploma," and, "at the same time your

boys and girls get $7.50 each from the State." Because the

inequality was "too great", Ferguson declared that the issue

in the campaign was one of "whether the University or the

people rule in Texas. "73  At LaGrange on July 2, Ferguson

asserted that he was not impeached on account of the

$156,500 loan or because of any official act, but "purely

and simply" because he had vetoed the University of Texas

appropriation bill. Moreover, Ferguson insinuated that the

German universities caused the world war and said some day
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some other Nation "will be massing an army to send to our

shores to put down the university autocracy unless the

people put their heels upon its neck right now.""

The ex-Governor also continued to appeal to the

yeomanry of the state. At Arlington, Ferguson recalled that

when he ran for office four years ago, he told the people

that he wanted to do something for the tenant farmers, and

the politicians all over the state began saying that the

landlord and tenant law he proposed was unconstitutional.

"That law has since been upheld by the Texarkana Court of

Appeals," Ferguson reminded them." Continuing that

argument in East Texas at Athens on July 23, Ferguson

recounted his 1914 campaign against Tom Ball, saying that he

entered politics in the hope of doing something for the

tenant farmers who labor, and was cheered on by the fact

that the "yeomanry of Texas are honest and true men. "76

Although Ferguson used the University and tenancy

issues effectively, charges of disloyalty continued to

persist. Addressing the issue at Franklin on June 27,

Ferguson attested that on the same day last year when he was

speaking to a Texas convention, urging support of the

President's war program, "little Willy" Hobby and F. 0.

Fuller were in a secret conference with crooked politicians

at Houston conniving to get him out of his governor's

chair.77 At LaGrange on July 2, Ferguson stated,
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"That's the issue. They are trying to intimidate you
good people by saying you are disloyal if you are not
for Hobby. You've given your boys and your money and
you are just as loyal as anyone in the United States
and have a right to vote as you please, and you ought
to slap in the face anyone who says that you are not.
All of this pro-German talk is simply an effort to take
away your citizenship."7 "

Although Ferguson proved skillful in addressing the issue,

his continued refusal to reveal the source of the money

further convinced voters that the Kaiser was indeed his

benefactor. Consequently, charges of disloyalty continued

to mount against Ferguson, bringing Hobby much-needed

support.

Desperately needing an issue to counter charges of

disloyalty, Ferguson's good judgment failed him. At

Carthage on June 22, Ferguson told his listeners, "But you

need not worry, for I am like Christ saying to you, 'Be of

good cheer, for I am coming."' Ferguson described Christ's

experiences on the Sea of Galilee, when he had to calm the

sailors of the storm-shaken boat, and repeated that, in

spite of all the storm of Texas politics that swept around

him, the voters should "be of good cheer, for I am

coming. "" Immediately, newspapers across the state added

blasphemy to Ferguson's other sins.80 Consequently,

Ferguson defectors began to swell the Hobby camp. Thomas

Love wrote to Hobby on June 24 that "the letters I have been

getting recently from Texas all indicate a strong trend in

your direction and I have no doubt of your election."8 '
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As he continued to lose support, the faltering ex-

Governor resorted to stepping up his denunciations of Hobby

and his supporters.8 2 At Athens on July 23, Ferguson

addressed the charge that he had secured the $156,500 from

the German Kaiser, stating,

"With our country at war and with the utmost need for
unity and harmony, any man who makes that charge
against anyone, even against a free nigger, is the
worst slacker and traitor there is. Any man who makes
the charge that I got one cent from disloyal sources is
a plain, bald-faced political liar."

He then told the crowd that "God Almighty never done

anything" for Hobby, and that he didn't want to see them

elect "no such spineless cactus as that."8 3 The next day

at Tyler, Ferguson charged that Hobby was a drunkard,

describing in detail an alleged interview with the governor,

representing Hobby as having been "sloppy drunk."84

The ex-Governor's tirades also proved costly among the

ten German counties, which had always been a Ferguson

strong-hold because of the anti-prohibition sentiment. At

Sherman on July 18, Ferguson criticized Hobby for appointing

Jacob Wolters, a "full-blooded German" as the "brigadier-

general in the Texas Army," and for being introduced to

South Texas audiences by another "full-blooded German,"

Senator F. C. Weinert.85 Defending himself and the

governor against Ferguson's charges in a speech at LaGrange

in Fayette County, General Wolters stated, "When Ferguson

assails Senator Weinert and myself he assails every person
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of German blood in Texas." Wolters also stated that "the

support of Jim Ferguson means the support of the Kaiser."

Unfortunately for Ferguson, Wolter's speech was carried by

the Austin American and several other papers published in

the German counties.8 ' In addition, Ferguson lost some of

his leading supporters when he chided Hobby for his

friendship with East Texas lumber magnate John H. Kirby.

Kirby pushed aside qualms about woman suffrage and

prohibition to defeat "James E. Ferguson, criminal and

bastard.""7

As the primary date neared, another factor was clearly

working to Hobby's advantage. Even though both candidates

continued to draw crowds, there was a significant

difference: Ferguson's audiences were predominantly male,

while Hobby spoke to almost as many women as men.'8

Following a speech by Ferguson at Corsicana on July 22, the

Dallas Morning News reported that there were "ten men to one

woman. 89 Hobby's endorsement of the bill giving women the

vote in primaries had certainly paid dividends. Still,

Ferguson responded in typical manner as he told a Palestine

crowd on July 25 that "the kind I'm in favor of is not just

summer-time Hobby voting, but winter-time voting too. Not

the kind where you nominate a man and can't vote for him in

November. "90

As he closed his campaign in his home town of Temple on

July 26, the resolute Ferguson continued to denounce his
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opponent by referring to a letter he had received less than

sixty days before from the Red Cross, addressed to him as

Governor. "The Red Cross has never heard of the little

scoundrel," Ferguson declared." Confident of victory,

Hobby concluded his campaign in Galveston, with a pun

stating, "In the Bible the money changers were driven out of

the temple, but in this instance we are going to drive the

money changers and money grabbers back into Temple.""

Following the gubernatorial primary on July 27, the

next day's headline of the Dallas Morning News read: "Hobby

Wins by Majority of 250,000 Or More."" As expected the

incumbent won by an overwhelming majority, carrying 234 or

Texas' 254 counties and receiving 461,479 ballots to

Ferguson's 217,012. Hobby's total was the highest that had

ever been cast for an opposed candidate for any office in

Texas." Once charges of disloyalty began to take effect

in the campaign, "Ferguson's chances, considering the

impeachment and other charges against him, hinged upon his

ability to get Hobby into a rough-and-tumble campaign and

'muddy him up,' to the confusion of the issues- and the

voters." However, because Hobby refused to be drawn into a

"roughhouse debate," the "sharp-tongued" Ferguson could not

come to grips with him.9" As a result, Ferguson became

over anxious, as he engaged in desperate slanders against

the incumbent and his supporters. In addition, it was

estimated that about one-half as many women as men voted in
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the July 27 primary." "While fewer women participated

than the suffragists had anticipated, the turnout of the

ladies transformed a close contest into a rout.""

Although Ferguson used the university and tenancy issues

effectively and drew on real sources of discontent, the

charges of disloyalty together with the size of the female,

progressive and prohibition coalition proved too much for

the political wizard to overcome."

Finally, Texas' reformers could rejoice: not only had

statewide prohibition been passed, but its chief adversary,

James E. Ferguson had finally been defeated. However,

without America's entry into World War I, neither would have

immediately occurred. As America's entry into the European

War brought the training camps to Texas, the need for better

conditions around the camps greatly enhanced prohibition

sentiment. Consequently, Governor Hobby could not continue

to neglect the cries of local prohibitionists, since making

the camps safe for the soldiers was pertinent to helping

America win the war. Regarding Ferguson, America's entry

into World War I made possible the charges of disloyalty,

which stifled the ex-Governor's flourishing campaign.

Moreover, after the United States entered the first World

War, the suffragists participated actively in war work by

forming the Texas Woman's Anti-Vice Committee, selling

liberty bonds, planting victory gardens, knitting, sewing,

and promoting the war effort in every possible way.
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Therefore, when the Legislature took up the issue of woman

suffrage in its Fourth Called Session, many people asked:

"Since women are helping to win the war, why shouldn't they

vote?"" The war between the University of Texas and James

E. Ferguson revived the progressive movement in Texas and

the European War allowed it to triumph.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

Progressive and prohibition Democrats completed their

takeover of the state party at Waco in September. "At 'the

most colorless state convention ever held by Texas

Democrats,' the prohibitionists directed the 'harmonious

proceedings." The new chairman of the executive committee

proclaimed: "The invisible government has been completely

swept away, and all things have become new."' M. M. Crane,

who was chosen speaker of the convention, declared that

never will any Governor of Texas dare to put his hands into

the State Treasury and that the State Treasury of Texas will

stay in Austin, where the Constitution placed it, and not be

transferred to any bank, whether belonging to the Governor

or otherwise. 2 Delegates to the convention approved

Hobby's administration, urged passage of constitutional

amendments to secure prohibition and woman suffrage, and

supported corrupt practices legislation. "The Executive

Committee is ours, the chairman is ours, and the enemy's

organization is scattered to the four winds of the earth,"

exulted Crane. 3

In the November election, "Republicans thought that any

definite effort would be useless, and the Democrats

considered any work on their part as unnecessary." 4 The
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editor of the New Braunfelser, a Republican, advised his

readers that "nothing can be accomplished through Republican

votes," and urged them to go to the polls in the coming

election and vote for the Democratic state and district

candidates as "the best thing to do under the

circumstances." The statewide totals for the November

election suggest that the editor was right, as Hobby

received 148,982 votes to Republican candidate Charles

Boynton's 26,713.5 In the state as a whole, the November

vote was only twenty-six percent of the totals of the July

primary.'

In the twelve months that followed America's entry into

World War I, progressives and prohibition Democrats reshaped

the state's politics by gaining control of the legislature,

securing a sympathetic governor, and writing prohibition

into law. 7 However, although the European war finally

allowed the progressive movement in Texas to triumph, only

because of James E. Ferguson's war with the University of

Texas was it able to do so. For if Ferguson had not been

impeached, the staunch antiprohibitionist would have

continued to thwart prohibitionists' pleadings. Moreover,

because Ferguson was opposed to woman's suffrage, chances

are that he would have been reelected in the campaign of

1918. Therefore, James E. Ferguson's war with the

University of Texas was just as significant a factor in the
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triumph of the progressive movement in Texas as World War I,

following America's entry.

During 1914-1918, progressive and prohibition Democrats

could not have had a more formidable opponent than James E.

Ferguson. From the beginning of the 1914 campaign until the

end of the 1918 campaign, the master politician proved that

he was capable of exploiting any issue, that he would stand'

up to the greatest of challenges, and that he was

unintimidated by legal restrictions. Moreover, each time

his opponents sensed that they had him defeated, the

irrepressible governor would only thunder back to prove them

wrong. When asked to access the meaning of Ferguson's

career, a friend of former Senator Horace Chilton believed

that Ferguson "represented a revolutionary and socialistic

protest in Texas which boded danger for the future."

However, Chilton did not agree, stating, "Ferguson is one of

a type of men who have flourished in other states, such as

Jeff Davis of Arkansas and Cole Blease of South Carolina who

seemed to have a genius for demagogue and inflammatory

appeal. "' Regardless of whichever assessment was most

fitting, one thing was certain: from the beginning of his

1914 campaign until his defeat in the campaign of 1918, the

Temple leader continued to uphold his family motto: "Never

say 'die,' say 'damn'!"

Addressing the question of whether Ferguson would have

been able to take office if elected in 1918, during the
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first week of June, Judge H. 0. Head of Sherman wrote an

opinion on the impeachment of James E. Ferguson, stating

that "no matter how many votes Ferguson gets at the next

election, he cannot hold the office of Governor.""4

Although his impeachment supposedly barred him from holding

any future office under the state of Texas, Ferguson argued

convincingly that since he had resigned before the

impeachment, his right to hold office had been preserved."

Therefore, because Ferguson's argument was substantiated,

another ruling was needed to officially bar the ex-Governor

from holding an official office in Texas. Head's ruling was

based upon the fact that Ferguson's resignation was never

officially recognized." Nevertheless, following Head's

ruling, Ferguson continued to address the issue directly,

asking a Tyler crowd on July 24, "What the devil is all the

row about then? Why are they spending $400,000 to defeat me

if I cannot take my seat?"'3

Regarding the $156,500 loan, the mystery of its source

disappeared in the month following the primary. Testimony

in an income tax evasion case involving Henning Bruhn and

Charles Grossman, officials of the Long Star Brewing

Association of San Antonio, revealed Ferguson's transaction

with R. L. Autry and Otto Wahrmund.'4  L. A. Adoue, of the

Southern Beverage Company, gave testimony that Texas brewers

in the early part of 1917 made a "friendly loan" of over

$150,000 to James E. Ferguson. The testimony was given by
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Adoue in explaining his connection with a loan of $25,000

made by the Lone Star Brewing Association through Henning

Bruhn to Ferguson.

Overall, war was the controlling element of Texas

politics from August, 1914, until November, 1918. After

experiencing a heart wrenching loss in the election of 1914,

progressive and prohibition Democrats became further

aggrieved as they watched their chief adversary thrive upon

the issues that World War I was spawning. However, as

Ferguson seemed well on his way to achieving political

dominance following the 1916 Democratic state convention,

the war between him and the University of Texas impeded his

drive, therefore, providing hope to Texas' reformers.

Finally, upon America's entry, World War I became a catalyst

for the progressive movement in Texas, bringing the training

camps to the state. Therefore, in spite of initially being

a deterrent for the progressive movement in Texas, by its

end World War I had only proved to be godsend as it allowed

the movement to triumph. Nevertheless, only because of

Ferguson's war with the University of Texas was World War I

able to allow the progressive movement in Texas to triumph.
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